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ASPHALT EMULSION BOUND MACADAM 
DUBUQUE COUNTY PROJECT SN-4657(3)--51-31 
IOWA HIGHWAY RESEARCH BOARD PROJECT HR-216 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT NUMBER 55 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent years have presented a real financial challenge for highway 
departments. The energy shortage and rapid inflation have resulted in a 
severe reduction in proposed programs. The result has been an increased 
emphasis on investigating alternative roadway sections and construction 
procedures. 
Many secondary roadway departments have utilized macadam base con-
struction with varying degrees of success. Macadam base construction does 
appear to have a potential for providing the structural needs at a lower 
cost. 
The recent macadam base projects have provided excellent drainage 
characteristics but there is an apparent lack of stability. Even when the 
base is properly rolled and keyed together, the large stones are easily 
displaced. The use of an asphalt emulsion binder may increase stability--
while still providing a relatively low cost roadway base--and reduce energy 
consuming construction costs. 
OBJECTIVE 
The project objectives are: 
1. Iden~ify a cost effective asphalt emulsion bound macadam 
typical cross section. 
2. Obtain useful data comparing seven typical cross sections. 
3. Determine the effectiveness of engineering fabric placed 
under macadam roadbeds. 
4. To evaluate the use of emulsions in surface seal coats. 
(See Appendix A) 
1 
PROJECT LOCATION 
The project is located on Dubuque County Road D-53 from U.S. 151 south 
and easterly for 5.855 miles through Bernard, Iowa (See Appendix B). This 
highway serves as a feeder road from U.S. 151 to U.S. 61 and is a shortcut 
across the country. 
TRAFFIC DATA 
Traffic counts vary on the roadway from 114 vehicles per day to 235 
vehicles per day, with approximately 50% of the traffic being trucks. The 
growth rate of traffic will increase now that the roadway has been paved. 
The traffic prediction for 22 years hence is a 47.3% increase from 1978 
traffic counts or a maximum of 346 VPD in the year 2000. 
TEST SECTIONS 
Test sections (See page 22) were the full width of the roadway base 
which was approximately 36 feet in width. Each test section was repeated 
a1ong the 5.855 mile route. Under the first seven test sections, engineering 
fabric was placed in two 200 foot lengths. One fabric used was Bidim C22 
(60 mils) and the other was True Tex MG-300 (110 mils). 
Posts were placed near the fence to identify section and fabric 
locations. 
Section 1: 2,400 feet and 2,100 feet of 2" Type B Class I asphaltic 
concrete 24 feet wide over a 6" asphalt treated base with 






































Section 2: 2,405 feet and 2,100 feet of 2" Type B Class I asphaltic 
concrete, 24 feet wide over 6" of 3" x 3/4" asphalt emulsion 
bound macadam the full width of 36 feet and a double seal 
coat over the granular shoulders. 
2 21J3. s 
Section 3: 2,065 feet of 3" Type B Class I asphal-tic concrete 24 feet 
wide over 6" emulsion bound macadam base the full width of 
the base area with a double seal coat on the granular 
shoulders. The intended repeat cross-section (1910 feet) 
was modified to 26 feet of emulsion bound macadam and plain 
macadam shoulders. 
Section 4: 2,100 feet and 2,400 feet of 3" Type B Class I asphaltic 
concrete 24 feet wide placed over 2" of 3/4" choke stone the 
full width of the 6" macadam base section of the roadway, 
with a double seal coat on the granular shoulders. 
Section 5: 2,100 feet and 2,400 feet of 3" asphalt emulsion bound choke 
stone 24 feet wide over 6" emulsion bound macadam the width 
of the base and granular shoulders. The final surface has a 
double seal coat from edge to edge of the roadway. 
Section 6: 2,100 feet and 2,400 feet of 3" asphalt emulsion bound choke 
stone 24 feet wide over 2" of 3/4" Class A choke stone the 
full width of the 6" plain macadam base section with granular 
shoulders. There is a double seal coat over the entire surface 
from edge to edge of the roadway. 
Section 7: 2,100 feet and 2,200 feet of 3" granular choke stone over the 
6" plain macadam base with a double seal coat the width of the 
roadway. 
3 
ASPHALT TYPES USED 
AC-10 asphalt was used for the asphaltic surface courses and the 
asphaltic base courses. Tack coats and prime coats were MC-70 liquid 
asphalts. Emulsions used were the High Float type HFE 150 for the emulsion 
bound macadam and the emulsion bound 3/4" choke stone. SS-1 emulsion was 
tried for the 3/4" choke stone and the 6" emulsion bound macadam with 
unsatisfactory results. High Float emulsion HFE 90 was used for all seal 
coating. All asphalt was ob~ained from Koch Asphalt Company Terminal 
at Dubuque, Iowa. The HFE 90 and HFE 150 fall in the AASHTO HFMS-2 range. 
AGGREGATE USED 
Aggregates were obtained from the following sources: Type B asphalt 
sand aggregate from Bellevue Sand and Gravel Co. Crushed stone aggregate 
from Mar ,To Quarry, Beecher Quarries, Ltd., located at Sec. 5-88-3E Dubuque 
County. Macadam aggregate was made by Beecher Quarries, Ltd. All macadam 
came from Sec. 22 and 23-87-lE Dubuque County. This aggregate was 3" to 3/4" 
in size. Three-fourths inch choke stone was made at the same quarry as the 
macadam aggregate. Granular shoulder stone and granular macadam choke stone 
was also made at the same quarry the macadam was manufactured. The washed 
aggregate limestone chips were manufactured at the quarry located in Sec. 
35-87-2W in Dubuque County. See Appendix C for materials tests. 
SEQUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION 
The project started on August 14, 1980 and was completed on October 2, 
1980. Tschiggfrie Excavating Company was the contractor. A copy of the 
contract is in Appendix D. The subgrade was prepared by Dubuque County 
maintenance forces. Three motor patrols shaped the 5.855 miles a week before 
the contractor started the project. The subgrade was checked by the Iowa 
Department of Transportation Road Rater for which data is shown in Appendix E. 




































Section number 7 - Station 131+00 to 152+00 and 286+00 to 308+00 was 
started first. The 3" x 3/4" macadam was placed with a Jersey spreader 
attached to the front of a D7 Caterpillar tractor. The base was placed in 
3 passes with the first two at the edges of the roadway. The center section 
was laid last, which caused a higher elevation of the center section. The 
contractor then bladed the center section with a motor patrol. This pro-
cedure was stopped because it caused segregation of the large and smaller 
rock and created voids larger than necessary on the surface of the macadam. 
This is not the recommended procedure to get the best results. The con-
tractor changed the method of macadam placement after unsatisfactory results 
from the first few sections. 
The contractor then placed the 3" x 3/4" macadam in three separate 
passes from left to right with no blading after placement w.ith the Jersey 
spreader. This same procedure was used on the emulsion bound macadam to 
prevent segregation. After the 3" x 3/4" material was laid, the choke stone 
was placed on top, bladed, shaped and compacted. The top was primed with 
MC-70 asphalt and a double seal coat placed over the entire section. All 
base materials were placed from Station 214+00 to Station 308+00 before 
construction of the surface course in the respective sections. 
In section number 6 - Station 111+00 to 131+00 and 262+00 to 286+00 
the 3" x 3/4" macadam was placed the same as that in Section number 7. 
However, the 3/4" emulsion bound choke stone became a problem. A 3" lift 
of emulsion bound choke stone was placed in one lift with an asphalt paving 
machine. It was decided that this was too thick to allow the moisture to 
escape, so two lifts of 1-1/2" increments were used to achieve the desired 
design criteria. Both high float and SS-1 emulsions were tried, but neither 
successfully coated the choke stone. Therefore, the placement of the 3/4" 




The final decision was to clean up the 3/4" stone which was screened 
from the 3" x 3/4" macadam stone. The specifications called for a maximum 
of 5% passing the #200 sieve; however, after field trials, it was determined 
that less than 4% passing the #200 sieve was required before the choke stone 
would coat properly. 
It is very important that the material passing the #200 sieve is kept 
to a minimum. One percent can make a great deal of difference in the 
emulsion's coating ability. All emulsion bound materials were mixed in a 
Pioneer pug mill at the quarry site Sec. 22, 23-87-lE. 
In Section number 5- Station 89+00 to 110+00 and 238+00 to 262+00 
emulsion bound macadam--the 3" to 3/4" stone had the same coating problems 
as the 3/4" choke stone; the material passing the #200 sieve could not be 
more than 4%. The specifications had no limits on the #200 sieve but the 
more passing the #200 sieve, the worse the coating of the stone. Unusually 
high rainfall (page 33) during aggregate production substantially impaired 
screening efficiency resulted in problems of removing the fines from both 
the macadam and choke stone. This created a problem for the rock producer, 
Beecher Quarries, Ltd., where all large stones had to be screened to get the 
fines below 4% passing the #200 sieve. Once this was done, the coating was 
good on the large stone. High Float 150 was used on the large stone as was 
the SS-1. On this project, with the mixing procedures utilized, the better 
results were obtained with the high float emulsion. Based on laboratory re-
sults, increased moisture content of the aggregate (high rainfall) resulted 
in poorer aggregate coating. The emulsion bound macadam bases were laid with 





































Section number 4 - Station 68+00 to 89+00 and 214+00 to 238+00 was 
placed the same as the plain macadam then choked off with 3/4" choke stone 
and surfaced with 3" of Type B Class I AC-10 asphaltic concrete. The 
granular shoulders were sealed with two coats of HFE 9b emulsion. 
Section number 3 - Station 47+35 to 58+00 and 194+00 to 213+10 was 
designed to have a 3" Type B Class I AC-10 asphaltic concrete surface 
course. However, due to no choke stone on the emulsion bound macadam, it 
took approximately 4" of asphaltic concrete to obtain the 3" cover over 
the macadam. The Type B asphalt was placed with a standard asphalt paving 
machine. 
Section number 2 - Station 23+00 to 47+05 and 173+00 to 194+00 was 
designed to have a 2" Type B Class I surface. It took about 3" of the Type 
B Class I AC-10 asphaltic concrete to cover the emulsion treated macadam. 
Section number 1 - Station 0+00 to 23+00 and 152+00 to 173+00 was 
8" full depth asphalt construction. A 6" base was placed in 2-3" lifts 
and a 2" mat was placed on top. The shoulders were granular Class A stone 
and double seal coated with an HFE 90 emulsion . 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF CONSTRUCTION 




Iowa Department of Transportation employees placed the 
engineering fabri c . 





































Spraying the fabric helped to hold it in place. 
~aJric shows wrinkles due to trucks traveling at too 
great a speed. The wrinkles could not be removed. 
9 
Meloy Quarry in Sections 22 and 23, T87N-RIE where 
Beecher LTD crushed the 3" macadam, 3/4" chokestone 
and the 3/4" class A stone. 






































Jersey spreader finishing the cen7; :;;~ 
Motor grader working the excess macadam . This is not 
the recommended procedure since it causes segregation 
of the stone. 
11 
Jersey spreader laying the loose macadam. 










































The picture shows the fines attached to the larger r ock. 
Tschiggfrie Excavating's Pioneer pugmill at Meloy Quarry . 
13 
3" emulsion bound macadam rejected due to poor coating . 









































Good co·ating of the emulsion bound macadam at the pugmill. 
Emulsion bound macadam with good coating on the roadway. 
15 
I 
· Jersey spreader with Cat tractor placing the 3" emulsion 
bound macadam in section 2. 
3" emulsion bound macadam base showing water running 




































Vibratory roller passing over the emulsion bound macadam. 
The roller had a t2ndency to break the larger rock at the 
surface. 
The final l~" mat being laid over the initial mat of the 
3/4" emulsion bound chokestone. 
17 
Shoulder erosion caused by heavy rains between stations 
152+00 and 173+00. 






































Offset roller compacting shoulder mater1al. 
Final roadway. Section 3 looking westerly at Station 68+00. 
19 







































The 3/4" emulsion bound choke stone was unsatisfactory as a covering 
course for the macadam bases.· It was difficult to lay down with a paving 
machine and was difficult to get a smooth surface. 
The center pass of the Jersey spreader tended to take the crown out of 
the roadway when three passes were employed during construction. During 
construction, it was found that two passes with the Jersey spreader worked 
very well with the emulsion bound macadam. One pass on each side of the 
centerline was placed and rolled. The shoulders were placed using a shoulder-
ing machine with clean macadam. This is the way section number 3 from Sta-
tion 194+00 to Station 213+10 was constructed. 
The future of this type of construction will be based on the cost. If 
a similar project was to be constructed, not less than 6" of emulsion bound 
macadam base would be recommended and that would be placed in two passes side 
by side of the centerline for a width of 26 feet. The shoulder areas would 
be filled with plain macadam. This would eliminate the cost of emulsion to 
the shoulder areas. 
Average Cost of the Various Sections One Through Seven: 
No. l $159,713.21 Total Length 4,500 feet 
No. 2 . $140 I 368. 71 Total Length 'v, 4,505 feet 
No. 3 $138 I 600 o 53- Total Length "v3,975 feet 
No. 4 $119,135.21 Total Length 4,500 feet 
No. 5 $129,032.80 Total Length """4 I 500 feet 
No. 6 $108 I 561. 32 Total Length 4,500 feet 
No. 7 $ 74,254.63 Total Length 4,300 feet 
The final inspection found some areas where the first and second seal 
\ 
coats were not bonded together. This was evident in the seal coated Sections ~~ 
at Station 256+00 near ~ 4, 5, 6, and 7 and only occurred at various places: 




117+25 near the centerline. These areas were failures of the two seal 
coats to attach to each other. This may be due to loose clean rock which 
was not completely broomed off at these spots when the second seal coat was 
applied. These areas were broomed clean and resealed. Other than these 
spots, the entire roadway has no other failures except some base failure 
in the 6" macadam area in Section 14 near Station 296+00 near the center of 








































This research project was sponsored by the Iowa Department of Transpor-
tation through the Iowa Highway Research Board, Dubuque County and the U.S. 
Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration. Special thanks 
to the Dubuque County Board of Supervisors - Wilfred Bahl, Donna Smith and 
Lloyd Hayes for giving their approval of the project; Pat Horsfield of 
Tschiggfrie Excavating; Robert Beecher of Beecher Quarries, Ltd.; Larry 
Schreiner, William Miteff and Jerry Reinke of Koch Asphalt, and the 
Dubuque County Highway Department Personnel involved in the project with 
noted appreciation to Lee Eisbach. Vernon Marks, Steven L. Tritsch and 
Richard D. Smith of the Iowa Department of Transportation provided valuable 
assistance. 
The opinions, findings, and conclusions of this report are those of 
the author and not necessarily those of the Highway Division of the Iowa 










I Appendix A 
I Evaluation Plan 
























ASPHALT EMULSIONS FOR SEAL COATING FOR HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
CONSTRUCTION CRITERIA and PROCEDURE 
A) Surface Preparation and Repairs 
All new construction of subbase,3" macadam, 3" emulsion bound 
macadam, 3/4" chokestone and 3/4" emulsion bound chokestone 
were rolled, dampened, and compacted then primed. 
B) Climatic Condition during Construction 
(Including roadway surface tempera~ures.) 
C) 
Temperatures 
Date Time Surf ace Air Sky 
9-24 8:00 60 55 Clear 
12:00 64 65 Clear 
3:00 65 66 Clear 
9-25 10:00 67 63 Cloudy 
1:00 63 58 Cloudy 
3:00 65 58 Cloudy 
9-29 8:00 62 54 Clear 
12:00 74 75 Clear 
3:00 75 75 Clear 
9-30 10:00 70 70 Clear 
12:00 70 70 Clear 
2:00 70 68 Clear 
10-01 10:00 68 65 Clear 
12:00 70 71 Clear 
Noted Changes in Material ProEerties at Jobsite 
(1) Moisture content: 1 to 1.5% 
(2) Gradation: 1/2" limestone chips 
% Passing Date 3/4" 1/2" 3/8" 4 8 200 
----8-13 100 97.1 72.1 26.4 3.3 .8 
8-20 100 97.0 63.2 16.3 1.4 .6 
Taken from Stockpile 
(3) Asphalt: HFE 90 supplied by Koch Asphalt Dubuque terminal. 
(4) Settlement: no se~tlement taken from suppliers tanks, the 
emulsion was distributed the same day of delivery. 
D) Asphalt Spraying· 0Eeration 
Intended amount of gallons per square yard: 
1st Lift was .35 gal. s.y. 
2nd Lift was .30 gal. s.y. 
Average application rate per square yard 
Date 9-24 Section 6 1st Lift .40 
2nd Lift .32 
27 
I 
Section 7 1st Lift .32 I 
2nd Lift .31 
Section 5 1st Lift .29 I 2nd Lift .36 Section 4 1st Lift .36 
2nd Lift .34 
Date 9-25 Section 1 1st Lift .31 I 
2nd Lift .33 
Section 2 1st Lift .31 I 2nd Lift .33 Section 3 1st Lift .34 
2nd Lift .36 
Section 4 1st Lift .36 I 2nd Lift .38 
Section 5 1st Lift .33 
2nd Lift .34 
'I 
Date 9-29 Section 7 1st Lift .33 
2nd Lift .31 I section 6 1st Lift .36 2nd Lift .28 
Section 1 1st Lift .36 
2nd Lift .30 I Section 2 1st Lift .36 
2nd Lift .30 
Section 3 1st Lift .36 I 2nd Lift .40 
Date 9-30 ALL SECOND LIFTS 
Section 3 .35 I Section 2 .35 
Section 1 .35 
Date 10-1 1st and 2nd seals on driveways I 
AVERAGE TEMPERATURES OF I Dates Emulsion Air Surface 
9-24 170 64 65 I 9-25 160 61 65 
9-29 143 68 69 
9-30 150 72 71 I-10-01 150 65 67 
Spraying patterns varied according to roadway cross-sections. The shoulders 




I E) Asphalt Distributor Data 
I Type: Etnyre 1980 Model BT HA Calibration: Calibrated by Iowa Department of Transportation Productivity: 6,750 gallons capacity 
Bar Height was 13 01 ,, Condition of heaters: 1980 unit used L.P. gas - all new 
Pumps: Etnyre, capacity of 400 gallons per minute 
Measuring Devices: Calibrated tank stick measurement 
I Nozzles: Slotted 1/8 11 nozzles, full set 
F) Aggregate SEreadin~ 0Eeration 
I Intended lbs. per square yard 1st Lift was 30 
2nd Lift was 25 
I Average application rate per ·square yard: 
·1 Date 9-24 Section 5 1st Lift 28.7 lbs 2nd Lift 26.4 
Section 6 1st Lift 29.3 
2nd Lift 27.0 
I Section 7 1st Lift 32.2 2nd Lift 34.2 
Section 4 1st Lift 30.9 
I 2nd Lift 31.2 
Date 9-25 Section 1 1st Lift 32.9 
I 2nd Lift 37.7 Section 2 1st Lift 32.9 2nd Lift 37.7 
Section 3 1st Lift 32.9 
I 2nd Lift 37.6 Section 4 1st Lift 32.8 
2nd Lift 37.7 
1 Section 5 1st Lift 30 .. 6 2nd Lift 30.3 
I Date 9-29 Section 6 
1st Lift 33.l 
2nd Lift 33.l 
Section 7 1st Lift 37.3 
2nd Lift 30.9 
II Section 1 1st Lift 29.6 2nd Lift 31.6 
Section 2 1st Lift 29.6 
I 2nd Lift 31.6 Section 3 1st Lift 31.1 2nd Lift 31.5 




F) Aggregate Spreading Operation (continued) 
Productivity: seal coat project was completed in four and on~-half 
days. 2,647.25 tons of 1/2" chips were used on the project. 
Patterns: Limestone chips were placed on the road at spreads from 
14' to 11'. Chips were spread 7' wide on the shoulders. 
G) Aggregate Spreader Data 
Type: 1980 Flaherty Chipper 
Adjustments IAW Manufacturer Specifications: No adjustments had to 
be made to meet the specs. 
H) Rolling Operation 
Type: Contractor used two types: 
Steel - RayGo • #266 
Rubber - Michigan #140 
Patterns: Contractor began rolling with rubber tires followed by 
steel. They worked from outside to inside. 
Weights: Stee.l - RayGo #266 12 to 14 tons. 
Rubber - Michigan #140 10 to 12 tons. 
Timeliness: A very efficient operation. Rolling began within minutes 
after aggregate was spread on the emulsion. 
Condition & Adjustments of Equipment: The condition of the rollers 
was excellent and no adjustments were made. They both met the Iowa 
Department of Transpertation specs. 
I) Brooming and Other Cleaning Operations 
Type: Broom was Brose Broom 1976, self-propelled. The only brooming 
done was light broomings over primed areas where excess material was 
placed. Brooming was done between first and second lifts where excess 
aggregate had accumulated. All chips had been washed before project 
started. 
J) Breaking and Curing Characteristics of Emulsion 
The breaking and curing seemed to occur in a very short time. The 
emulsion was black in color, then turned brownish as it was sprayed 
from the distributor. The emulsion broke. Within a matter of minutes 
it would turn black and start curing. 
K) Total Mat Thickness 
Examining the project after completion, we determined the mat thick-

























IV COST OF ALTERNATE MATERIALS 
This is a cost comparison of emulsion used on the project and asphalt 
cutback MC800 for the same type of surface treatment. 
The cost of emulsion per gallon on contract was 75¢ per gallon times 
55,946 gallons of emulsion used = $41,959.50 . 
Cost of MC 800 per gallon-as a comparison as taken from a contract 
with the same contractor during the same year, 1980: 
Cost of MC 800 98¢ per gallon times 55,946 gallons used $54,827.08. 
+ 54,827.08 MC 800 











$ 12,867.58 Total Savings 
Information received from Koch Asphalt determined that there was an 
additional savings of an average of 400 gallons of fuel oil used for 
plant operation per day, or 59,400,000 B.T.U.'s a day of production. 
V ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
VI 
See letter on following page. 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
There are no local or state environmental regulations concerning 




January 15, 1981 
Mr. Charles Baule 
Engineer's Office 
Dubuque County Courthouse 
720 Central 
Dubuque, Iowa 52001 
Dear Mr. Baule: 
Per your request, I have the following information in reference 
to energy consumption, comparing emulsions and cutbacks. For 
this comparison, I am referring to MC 800 as the cutback material 
that would have been used for this project, instead of the high 
float emulsion. 
Our terminal burns #3 fuel oil for the required heat needed to 
produce the materials we supply, in this case, emulsion. The 
estimated volume of #3 fuel oil consumed per day for heating to 
supply an emulsion would be 200 gallons or 29,700,000 BTU's. 
Comparing this to a cutback, the estimated volume of #3 fuel 
oil consumed per day would be 600 gallons, or 89,100,000 BTU's. 
In the operation area, emulsions save an estimated volume of 
400 gallons per day of #3 fuel oil, or 59,400,000 BTU's. 
There is also considerable savings in the area of distillates 
between an MC 800 cutback and the high float emulsion. An MC 
800 cutback requires 20% distillate. Using the figure 240,848 
gallons (which was the amount of emulsion used), 48,170 gallons 
of distillate would be_ requi~ed to produce the MC 800-needep 
for this project. The high float emulsion designed for the 
project also contained distillate, but the overall average was 
only 5%. This amounts to 12,042 gallons of distillate, a savings 
of 36,128 gallons of distillate. 
In conclusion, it should be taken into consideration that the 
distillate used for MC 800 is #1 range oil, and the distillate 
used in high float emulsion is #2 fuel oil. 
sizrrely, () ) " . 
!~~w ~cJ1'U2~~,"' 
Larrrschreiner 
Post Office Box 921 • Dubuque, IA 52001 •Telephone 319/556-1293 



















Avg. Date High Low Rain Wind Low High I 
Temp. Direc. (knots} 
68 5 81 54 0 NNE 3 10 I 
71 6 82 60 .02 N 3 7 I 
74 7 86 62 .75 N 7 15 
78 8 89 66 0 NNE 5 8 I 
66 9 77 55 .01 NNE 6 18 
59 10 72 45 0 NNE 4 8 I 
62 11 75 49 0 NNE 4 10 I 70 12 78 61 2.34 NNE 6 15 
73 13 83 62 .25 NNE 4 12 I 
59 14 64 54 Tr NNE 8 10 
60 15 66 54 0 NNE 4 13 
,. 
57 16 63 50 .20 NNE 3 12 1·. 
52 17 63 41 0 NNE 0 6 
62 18 74 49 0 NNE 4 12 I 
65 19 80 50 0 NNE 6 14 
74 20 83 65 1.58 NNE 4 12 I 
70 21 78 61 0 NNE 5 14 
I 61 22 69 52 .22 NNE 4 14 
52 23 62 42 0 N 3 7 I 
56 24 66 46 Tr NNE 4 9 
53 25 60 45 Tr NNE 4 15 I' 
50 26 61 38 0 NNE 0 6 
59 27 68 49 0 N 4 12 I 
59 28 66 51 .14 NNE 0 7 I 
61 29 75 47 0 NNE 4 3 
67 30 79 54 0 NNE 4 9 I 
60 10- 1 69 51 0 NNE 4 15 










I Appendix B 
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IOWA DEPARTMENl OF TRANSPORTATIO~ 
OFFICE or MATERIALS 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
.LAB LOCATION AMES 
: MIX, TYPE AND CLASS: TYPE B CLASS 1 LAB NO. ABD0-128 
. ~ .... ·,,~ 
'. ,,;. 
. ' 
: 'INTENDED USE: 
'·, . 
! 1 SIZE 3/4" 
I ; . 
1 COUNTY DUBUOUE 




ICClNTF;:tiCTOF;: T SCH I GGFt:~ IE 
:,-PR(),.J. LOCATION ON SEC. i:wtiD Ft:wM U.S. ·l'.51 (~ 2~5-!37-1E s. ANI> .Ea 5.9 MILES 
: AGG. SOURCES 3/4" CR. LST.-MAR-JO HILLS QR.-DUBUQUE C0.1 SAND~BELLEVUE-
1 1~!~1~~(·l~ r(l · ·. . j \ .. I··) .1 \ 1.~· . I . ..1 •• :. • • 
;,.JOB MIX FtmMUl.J·, i-~GGl:;:ECJ{~TE PFWPDF(J"HlNS: ""('(-)~; AAT0·-431 i ~rnx AAH>".:.,.432 . · .. 
l ' ........................................................................................... :-.-ii:i i:i .... i:1 ix .... r.:: (')j'.~t1 lJL:: A .... :::: .... (":·:c:ii1 i~ i t~i~~ i) .... (3r~ AI)A 1:i i'.iN ...... ; ........ -· ............... -· ........ -· - -· ... :.: ... -----
:1! 11 ·-1 / ::?. " 1" 3/4" 1/::.~· 3/H" N0.4 NO.U N0.1-b NlL3~) NCl.5~) NCl.100 N0.~100 
100 99 90 no 62 47 37 26 14 s.o s.5 ·" 
:( 
" I l' ()I 1::· 1:;· ·:' I\ I('' 1::· . (') ':l ! 'i () f) ·-:i ·7 6 
i 7'.:> BLOW Mt1l~:SH1~l...I... DENS I TY I ...... di~ .. -. ... )(../ ' I ' ASPHALT SOURCE AND APPROXIMATE VISCOSITY 
i _ PLASTICITY INDEX 
:IY+ t1SPH. IN MI)< 
· NUMBEr;: DF Mt:1F<SHt11...L BLOI.1.JS 
. tl'.iF'"H'l I S'T'.:iFTI Tr· IF'" j 'I- .. :,\. fL. ... " j .. -.l.. ..... ( ·- ... :l.:}. 
i,. .Fl...01..J .... (-). 01 IN. 
~ SP.GR. BY D:t:SPLACEMENTCLAB DENS.> 
; BULi< SP. GR. COMB" DF<Y f:1GG. 
.. SP. GR. ASPH. @ 77 F. 
'I (''Al !'' '"(JI ·[I) '"t'" r't'" 1 o.I ••• .,/ A 1'.'.. • ... • •• I~ .. A .J I\ A 
. Y. VD IDS .... Cf:11...C. 
, . t:;:ICE SF'. CJF~ .. 
:1· X t,.JDIDS - 1:;:ICE: 
. % WATER ABSORPTION - AGGREGATE: 
X VOIDS IN THE MINERAi... AGGREGATE :Ix V.M.A. FILLED WITH ASPHALT . 
CALCULATED ASPH.FIL.M THICKNESS<MICRONS) 
: . FILLER/BITUMEN RATIO · 









ASPH .. MIX DESIGN 
-"""'I .... ,\ /) "~ "1 ( .. ; ') ........ .. ).:· '1 .... ..,) ~ ~r~ f .. ... f \\.. , -.. I 1 
C. B1~1Ul...E 
1:;:. HENEl...Y 
D. JOl:;:D I SON 









l\DCH - 1190 PD I SES 
N.P. 
4. '.:>O '.L~50 6.50 
~>O ~>O '.50 
2858 .2762 24<~0 
7 8 i2 
:~. ~3'.5 ::! A :38 2.40 
2. 68!,il 2.689 2 A 68<? 
1 • 02<7 1 .029 1 ,.029 
::!·A ~5.4 2. '.50 2.47 
7. ~:) 4.9 2 A -1 
2 A ~5:i 2.4B 2. 4~} 
7.0 4.0 2.0 
1 .17 1 • 1 7 1 • 1 7 
·11.i. ~5 1(.-,.4 1b.6 
'.'.}4. 4 69. r; 83.9 
6.8 D.6 10.4 
0.9 
TD STAHT THE .JDB. 
SIGNED: BERNARD C. BROWN 
TESTING ENGINFEF\ 
:..; 
~! · .. 
3 
.~. 
IOWA DEPARTMEN·r· OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
Lr'.1B LDCAT I ON AMES 
MIX, TYPE AND CLASS: TYPE B CLASS I 
INTENDED USE: 
SIZE 3./4 11 SPEC. NO. 852-857 DATE REPORlED 8/18/80 
COUNTY DUBUQUE PROJECT SN-4657(3)--51-31 
CONTRACTOR TSCHIGGFRIE 





' "'("'(~ ,., ("llJ1··, ("' 1··· '"' .. , ·· ·~ " I '"' ··r· (··· 11·1·1··, .,., ..., "1··, Jn 11·1·1 I '"' (·i1·-. D l I I"lll("llll··· ("'() · 3/8" c·1··· LSl" , .• 1 J .., "' 1~ •• ·\ ••• :: ••• } ,:~ .... ·'1 ...•. ~ '· .. · ·· .. ·· ,.~. ·-· 1 ·r f··r .,, \. ... ·· ........ • :> ~ '\ .. •·•• .. :. ·•• ~ ·•• ::. ·' a / ' ' " . • -1 MAR JO HJLLS QR. - DUBUQUE CO.; SAND - BELLEVUE - JACKSON CO. 
' 
.. 1(·_1r:1 ,...,,, ·.1· .. Y. 1::·n1:;:vlJI :\ ·:' !··;(·.;1:··1::·(·~ .. ~. T1::· 1::·1:;·n1::·rJ1:···r· ·1· ("J\·1 \': ·:> '·)·'. ~ '.: .. r· '.) .... 4··,··· "'. '·)•' "A1·0-4--r4 30v AAT0--4?3. L .• . I I . .• f I I I .. .. \ ... .. ~ I I ... , ... . \ . . . h •·· •·· ~ i'< l""l f I ~. ,.>,:) , . ..> ~ i'+ f1 ,;, 1 r+ . ._ 
-----------------------jci~-~i;-(ci~~~c~-=·-~ci~~i~~ri-~~~~~~ici~~-------------------1 
1-1/?" 1" 3/4 11 1/:?" 3/D" NU.4 ND.8 N(J..1t, N0.30 N0.50 N0.100 N0.200 ! 
100 99 86 81 67 54 42 31 19 11 5.5 
TOLERANCE: 98/100 ... , 
' 75 BLOW MARSHALL DENSifY 
ASPHALT SOURCE AND APPROXIMATE VISCOSITY 
PLt1ST IC I TY I NDE/ 
~·; tiSF'H ... I l•l (11 \ 
NUMBER OF MARSHALL BLOWS 
MARSHALL STABILITY - l...BS. 
FLDl·l ···· 0 .. O'i IN ... 
SP.GR. BY DISPLACEMENTCLAB DENS.) 
BULK SP. GR. COMB. DRY AGG. 
SP. GR. ASPH. @ 77 r. 
CALC. SOLID SP.GR. 
% l)CJIDS ···· Ct1LC, 
F'.ICE .:;·p ... GF'., 
i;. 1,.JOIDS ···· h:ICE 
% WATER ABSORPTION - AGGREGATE 
% VOIDS IN THE MINERAL AGGREGATE 
% V.M.A. FILLED WITH ASPHALT 











'"> ·-· '") (. 
··- . ( .. : .. (.) 
i . 029 
.. ") ... , I 
A",. A ,) (~) 
7.8 
() " "l :·:) 
·1 7 A:::) 
~::; ~5 .\ (-) 




















17 .. 3 
83.2 
9.3 
(\ CD N T E N T D i::· '.::; • 7 '.:> ~~ t1 SF' H t1 1... T I S r< EC 0 MM 1;:: N DE D T D S T ti H T THE ...I() El • 
COF'IFS: 
i~1SF:H. MI>: DES I GN 
~· 4 {1'.:> 7 ( 3 ) .... ··- '.::; ·1 .... 3 1 ' 
i:;:. C. HFNE:LY 
C .. Vt1Ul ... E 
D .. ,JUr~D I SUN 
r<. SHEL.OU I ST 
I...... :.?:Et1h'.LEY 
TS CH I G G ;::· F'.1 E 
C .• ,JONES 
D., HINES' 
:OU:GU(:.)UE 
















IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
LAB LOCATION AMES 
I MIX' TYPE tiND CLt1SS: 
INTENDED USE: 



















SIZE 3/4" SPEC·' ND. 
COUNTY DUDl.ll~UE PROJECT SN-4657<3>--51-31 
T SCH I GGFr:: IE 
PROJ. LOCATION ON SEC. RD. FROM U.S. 151 @ 25-87-1E SOUTH & EAST 5.9 MILES 
AGG. SOURCES 3/4" CR. LST.-MAR JO HILLS QR.~DUBUQUE C0.1 SAND-BELLEVUE-
Jt1Cl<SDM CD ... 
JOB MIX FORMULA AGGREGATE PROPORTIONS: 70% AAT0-431; 30X AAT0-432 
JOB MIX FORMULA - COMBINED GRADATION 
1-1/2" 1" 3/4" 1/2" 3/8" N0.4 N0.8 N0.16 N0~30 N0.50 N0.100 N0.200 
100 99 90 80 62 47 37 26 14 8.0 5.5 
TOLERANCE:98/100 7 
ASPHALT SOURCE AND APPROXIMATE VISCOSITY 
PLASTICITY INDEX 
;~ t1 S r:· H ... I N M I ;:.: 
NUMBER OF MARSHALL BLOWS 
MARSHALL STABILITY - LBS. 
FLOV..1 .... 0 ... 01 IN ... 





SP.GR. BY DISPLACEMENTCLAB DENS.) 2.35 2.30 
BULK SP. GR. COMB. DRY AGG. 2.689 2.689 
SP. GR. ASPH. @ 77 r. 1.029 1.029 
CALC. SOL.ID SP.GR. 2.54 2.50 
% VOIDS - CALC. 7.5 4.9 
RICE SP. GR. 2.53 2.48 
;;. l./D l D S .... F( ICE 7 • 0 4 0 
% WATER ADSORPTION - AGGREGATE 1.17 1 .17 
~; V 0 I D S I N T HE M 11~ E i:;: (1 L (1 U Ci r~ E G t1 TE 1 6 • ~:} i f.1 • 4 
X V.M.A. FIL.LED WITH ASPHALT 54.4 69.9 
CALCULATED ASPH.FILM fHICKNESS(MICRONS> 6.8 8.6 
VOIDS/BITUMEN INDEX RATIO 5.4 2.8 
A CONTENT OF 4.50% ASPHALT IS RECOMMENDED FOR THE JOB. 
COPIES: 
ASPH. MIX DESIGN 
• ..,,,,;," ... ~ /) "' "] ( .. ,) ) ........ i::; ·\ .... ··~ 1 ~,.,~-· ··1 .... 1 f \\,. ..{ ,,, ·' 
Bt1ULE 
F~ ... HFNEl ... Y 
D, ...JOh:D l SUN 
F~. .'.i'HEl...(JU I ST 
L ., ZLt1F(LFY 
T SCH l GGFF~ IE 
C ... .JONES 
D ·' HINES 
DU:HUUUL 
71 
SIGNED: BERNARD C. BROWN 
TESTING ENGINEER 
3 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ASPHALT CONCRETE MIX DESIGN 
LAB LOCATION AMES 
MIX, TYPE AND CLASS: t1.T.B, CLASS 2 LAB NO. ABD0-136 
INTENDED USE: 
SIZI~ 3/4" SPEC. NO. 852-857 DATE REPORTED 8/18/80 










PF\OJ., LOC1'.:\TION ON S'EC. F<:O. Fl:;:OM U.S. ·1'.:>1 m 2'.5··-87-.. ·lE S. AND E. 5.9 MILES 1 
AGG. SOURCES 3/4" LST.· CHIPS - MAR JO HILLS QR. - DUBUQUE CO.; 3/8 1 CR. LST. - . ' 
MAR JO HILLS QR. - DUBUQUE CO.; SAND - BELLEVUE - JACKSON CO. 
!~~-~~~-~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~=~~~:-~~~-~~~~=~~~:-~~~-~~~~=~~~-' JOB MIX FORMULA - COMBINED GRADATION 
1-1/2" 1" 3/4" 1/2" 3/8" N0.4 N0.8 N0.16 N0.30 N0.50 N0.100 N0.200 
5.5 100 99 86 81 67 54 42 31 19 11 
<j>fl/ 1 00 c> 
ASPHALT SOURCE AND APPROXIMATE VISCOSITY 
PLASTICITY INDEX 
NUMBER OF MARSHALL BLOWS 
MARSHALL STABILITY - LBS. 
SP.GR. BY DISPLACEMENTCLAB DENS.) 
BULK SP. GR. COMB. DRY AGG. 
SP. GR. ASPH. @ 77 r 
CALC. SOLID SP.GR. 
;;. \)()I OS .... Ct1LC .. 
1:;: I CE S P , G F< .. 
}; l) 0 I :0 S .... F< :i: CE 
X WATER ABSORPTION - AGGREGAl.E 
% VOIDS IN THE MINERAL AGGREGATE 
% V.M.A. FILLED WilH ASPHALT 
Ct1l ... CUL ,::, TF:O t1SF'H .. FI l...M TH I Cl<NF s s (MI cr~CJNS) 
VOIDS/BITUMEN INDEX RATIO 
KOCH - 1190 POISES 
4. '.)0 
'') .... ' 
,;,. ,\ ,)(:> 
'") "'''")' 
. .... ( .. : .. (:) 
·j • 029 
7. fl 
.. ') 1:··1::· 
,,; ...... .> .• ) 
0., 73 
17.3 
'.:) '.:> " () 
6.2 
1,,,.2 















7 ... , 
A CONl.ENT OF 4.75% ASPHALT IS RECOMMENDED FOR THE JOB. 
CCJPIFS: 
ASPH. MIX DESIGN 
~«.·~,• <~> i::; .. ( .. i' :·,~ I ···· .... i::; ·'1 .... -~ '1 ,.,;~1 •• i~···· ·t, ,,. \ ... . ,,, ~.. ,I 
h:, C ·' HFNFLY 
C. E{P1Ul...E 
D ·' JDRD I SUN 























I Ul·.1(, DLl'.'t1RTMEi\)T OF TF((1Nsr·cmTtiT I ON 
Ul.FICE OF i'it1TFF:Jt1LS 
fESf REPORT- - MiSCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 
·Lt1D 1...Ucr;TIUN 





J NTEN:OED USE EMULSION TREATED MACADAM 
COUNTY DU:CUC)UE Pl~OJ NO. SN-4657(3)--51-31 
DES l [ij\I 
DEECHFF~ STUh'E TSCHIGGFF~IE 
UNIT OF MATERIAL SAMPLED FROM STOCKPILE AT QUARRY CONTRACT QUANTITY 
SAMPLED :CY J. LAMANTIA SENDERS' NO. CROAS-170 
DATE SAMPLED J. LAMANTIA l?EC ID ?···· ·j ?····UO REPORTED 9-30-80 










X PSG. *8 AFl.ER 2S CYCLES, F&T, WATER SOL. 
;:.;, li..I E (:, I;.: , I ... t1 (1 :H I;: (1 S I U (I , Ci 1;: (1 D I N U 
COPIES: 
1:;:Ut1P STCJi,iE 
F: ., C ·' HENEl. .. Y 
r· .. ., ··t11 1··· 1 ..• :.,)".•1··1 ..... :: . 
.. ~· 4 () ~::; ./ ( :."5 ) ... · ··. > ·1 ... ::::; ·\ 
CiEDLOUY 
DISPOSITION: I' l·:UF'E r;: Tl I S TL.:;· TL D CUM i>L. Y 
73 
40 
SIGNED: BERNARD C. BROWN 
Ti STTMC·! FNC-ili\IFFF' 
l 
.1111.1r:, L>El';.I( IMFN; ur:· Tl~ANSPURTrYIICJM 
OFFICE u1: M;;TEl::Jtil...:.~· 
TEST REPORT~ ~ MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 
LAD LOCATION A~ES 
MATERIAi... 3/4" CRUSHED STONE LAB Nci. AAT0-544 
INTENDED USE TYPE B ASPHALT 
1. COUNTY PROJ NO. SN-4657(3)-~51-31 
DESIGN CONTl~:t1CT NO .. 
PRODUCER TSCHIGGFRIE CONTR0CTbR TSCHIGGFRIE 
SDUF~CE DUHUOUE 
UNIT OF MATERIAL 
I 
SAMPLED FROM STOCKPILE AT PROD. PLANT 








DATE 5't1MPl...FD ?····::J .... uo REC'D 9-19-80 REPORTED 9-30~80 
.................................................................. : ...................................................... · ............................. ___ .. ________ .. __ ,, 
~8 AFTER 16 CYCLES, F&T, WATER-ALC. SUL • 
.,< P s u , ·;:: u t, FT E 1:: '· c 'f c 1 __ , F .::.· , F & T , w r., TE r:: so L • 
% WEAR L.A ABRASION. GRADING 
LIUUID LIMIT 
r:.1... ti ST I C I TY I HD [ X 
COF' l [S: 
BIT ... tiUU. 
I~ .. C. Hl::tff:l...Y 
C .· Dt'1Ul..L 
~·::'<';/(J)·· .. <:;\ · 31, :OUHllUU[ 
GEOLOGY 
DI SPOS IT I Di·!. pr::uPE::l~T IFS TFS'T[).) CUMF'L. Y 
74 
SIGNED: BERNARD C. BROWN 
tr ""TTilf'". r:·i.!F;T;·q·T r 















IOWA DEPARlMEN"i OF TRANSPORTATION 
DFFICE DI Mt1TEl:::lf-"1LS 
"j [.\' T r::FF'Ol;:T .... MI ;.'CEl ... l ... i~1NEDUS Mi'.~TF1::1 ,~,1...s 
LAB LOCATION AMES 
I Mt1TEF<It1L. t1C···· i 0 l...c0B NO. (1H0·· .. 2~.~0 
JNTEMDE:O USE 
I COUNTY :OUHUOUF PROJ NO. SN-4657(3)--51-31 
i 
I DFSIUN CONTF~t1CT NO. CONTRACTOR TSCHJGGFRIE 
CONTRACT QUANTITY 
. . 
SFNDEI~ I s NO. CR0c~S····167 
F:FC ID 1 O/'t /DO 
.................................. ""'''''''""''"''"'"'''"""''''"''''"' ........................................................................................................................... _, .. ,, ____ .. ___ .. 













PENETRATION AT 77 F. 100 GMS. 5 SEC. 102 
F 1... ti SH F' 0 I NT 
.\'01...Ubl...E . IN Tr:: I CHI... DF:UE f"H"( LFl,I[ 
DUCTILITY AT 77 F. 
SPOT TEST 
Tl·LU~ FILM l ... OSS UN l·IEt1Tll·!C! '.'.) Hl?S AT :32'.') F. 
X ORIGINAL PENETRATION <THIN FILM RES.> 
PEN E T F~ P1 T I 0 I ,l 0 F r< E S • (1 T . 7 / F , I 0 0 GM S • '.::; S E C • 
DUCTJl...IT'{ f·,T 7·/ F .\ (TH Ii') Fll...('i F<FS") ,,.., 1 2'.'.H· CMS. 
ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY ORIGINAL 140 F. 30 CM~G 
'I• 
11 </O POISES 
ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY THIN FILM RES. 
KIN. VISCOSITY ORIGINAL. @ 275 F. 
1 4(-) i::· .,·I ~!)O CM HG 
COPIES: 
t1SF'Ht1I... T 
i::: ·' C.. HE:NE:I... Y 
C. Br'.11..Jl ... E 
~-·4h'.57 ( :.:) > ........ '.:;:'i ····3·\ . DUDUUUE: 
DISPOSITION: COMPLIES WITH AASHTO M226 
75 




MATERIAL MC .. ·70 
IOWA DEPAr~TMEN·1· DF Tl:;:ANSPDF;:TATIDN 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
TEST REPORT - MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 
LAB LOCATION AMES 
LAB NO. AR00-100 
INTENDED USE PRIME & TACK 
COUNTY DUBUQUE PRDJ NO. SN-4657(3)--51-31 
DESIGN CONTr;:ACT ND. 
PRODUCER b:!JCH CONTRACTOR TSCHIGGFRIE 
sou1:;:cE DUBl.JGlUE 
UNIT OF MATERIAL SAMPLED FROM DISTRIBUTOR ON PROJECT CONTRACT QUANTITY 








~~ :~~ = .... :~: ,~~'.·:·'== ~ ........ :1- ~~(:~ :·::'..~~ .................................. -'~~~ ~ .: .. ~~ ........ :~ ::~ ::~ ::~'.~~ ....... -- ....... - .................. _ '.~'.='.:~~~~=~ ... -·~-~===~~--·-------I, 
SP. GR. @ 60 F./ 60 F. 0.9547 
FLASH POINT - OPEN Cl.JP 
KINEMATIC VISCOSITY, CENTISTOKES, @ 140 F. 130 






RESIDUE BY VOL. ABOVE 680 F. 
RESIDUE BY WEIGHT ABOVE 680 F. 
1:;:Es I DUE FF\OM 
PENETRATION @ 77 F. 100 GMS. 5 SEC. 
DUCTILITY@ 77 F., CM. 
SOLUBLE IN TRICHLOROETHYLENE 
388 
0. OY. 








ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY AT 140 F. 300 MM HG, POISES 614 
COPIES: 
1:;:or:':\D OIL. 
r~. C. HENEL Y 
C. Br~1l.JL[ 
--~~~46~)1 < ~5) ··--·'.:> 1 ~~3 ·1 , DUBU!~lUE 
DISPOSITION: COMPLIES WITH AASHTO M-82 
76 





















IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE 01·· MP.1TE:r~Il-"1l...S 
t1 ME s L (1 H Cl r~ '~ T or;:y 
TEST REPORT - BITUMINOUS MATERIALS 
MATERIAi... 3/4" ASPHALT MIX l ... ttD NO 
INTENDED USE TYPE 'B' SURFACE 5.75% 
Ph' 0 ,J E C T N D SN ···· 4 !'.) :::; / ( 3 ) ···· ···· '.:) ·1 ··- 3 ·j COUNTY 
CONT F~r~CTClF~ T SCH I GCiFli: I [ 
ABC0··-336 
DUBlJ(~lJE 
Pli:ODUCER TSCHIGGFRIE CONTF~l-"1CT ND 
F'l...P1NT DUOUUUE 
UNIT OF MATERIAi... SAMPLED ON PRClJ. CONTRACT QUANTITY 
SENDERS NO CROAS-166 
SAMPLED BY J. LAMANTIA 
DATE SAMPLED 9-9-80 DATE RECD 9-26-80 DATE REPORTED 10-7-80 
SIEVE ANALYSIS PERCENT PASSING 
SIEl..JE GM. F~ET Y. RET 
1 ···· 1 I'°) 0 0 0. 00 I .,· .. . 
j 
... O'.::~ o. 0 0. (-)() 
3/4 (). 0 0 . 00 
·j /? ?1 ") ,.: .. . 0 1 3.3? 
3/H 1 1::·1::· .. > .. > . '.') r; .B3 
4 ·1 04 1::· ·1 1 • 6<'.) " .. ) 
... , :;.~ou • 0 l :·5 1 4 D . 
1 (:> ·1 .:-:);,:! .\ ~ ::; 1 o. '')···· 
··- ( 
3() 1 '.::;4 t::• ? 7t> " .. ) . 
~:> 0 '.~?.O:? . ~) ·1 2 ... 7<; 
j () () ·j j 3 .o 7 ·1 .. l. . -.) 
;? () () -.... ,. 1::· 4 • t>4 ( ... ) • .. > 
l. 0.l(,,:;.'H ?1 . 0 { . ~59 
PtiN ''), 0 0 .oo .... (:> . 
n r;: Y '·'·' T .. 1 ':) n 4 • o o o 
SUM OF r;:ETf-rINED WTS. 
X AGGREGATE BY EXTRACTION 
X BI.fUMEN DY EXTRACTION 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
MARSHAL.I... STABILITY 
MARSHALL FL.OW 0.01 IN. 
CDF'IES TU: 
f~SF'H. CONC. 
F<. C. HENFl ... Y 
(. .. , ~\ ') (I ')I········., ....... ~·1 Y• .,.• ·i ' ,. .... , .- ··v ' ,. .. j ··v '·•••• '\ \o I •• ·•• J DUDUOUE 











00 . 00 
B6 . 6·1 
76., 78 




41 . 7·1 
31 • ?''.) 
1 
1 
9 . 1 b 







BERNARD C. BROWN 
TFSTTNG FNGTNFFF: 
-----1 
ti .s· .\' U i:;: AN CF S (.,MF' I ... F 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
lESf REPORf- - MJSCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 
LAB LOCATION AMES 
MATERIAL HFMS-2 EMULSION LAB NO. ARE0-141 
INTENDED USE EMULSION TREATED MACADAM 
COUNTY DUBUQUE PROJ NO. SN-4657(3)--51-31 
DESIGN CONTRACT NO. 
PRODUCER KOCH CONTRACTOR TSCHIGGFRIE 
sou1:;:ci::: 
UNIT or:· MATEr~I1'.iL CONTRACT QUANTITY 
St.1MF'L.ED BY 
DATE St1MF'LED ?/?/BO ·10/6/DO REPOF~TED 10/8/80 
I 
I 
.... .... .... .... .... .... .. . ....................................................................................................... "" ''" ........ -- "" ----· -- "" .... -· -- ........ -· .... ----·-.-:-1\ 
VISCOSITY, SAYBOLT FUROL AT 77 I ... ... 
' l.JT. /Gf.rl... l.fiS. 





PENETRATION OF RESIDUE AT 77 F. 100 GMS. 5 SEC. 167 
COPIES: 
EMULSION 
r;: .. C. HEN ELY 
C '· Bt1l..ILE 




SIGNED: BERNARD C. BROWN 
78 TESTING ENG I NEEF~ .. -- --·--~-1 
I 
I 
! m .. \ \ 1 ~ '. -. :. 1 r T t lT n r 1 ru, w~ r> n f·~ 1 !\ T I o 11 
,"1,1 t er t .11 '.; fJ,~p" rt ::H.:n t 
1\~\ ES L/\ BCJfv\ TORY 
HO/\D ROUGHtlESS REPORT 
I Lab . u o • R H._.;o..o_-=l-'-5....;;4_ H c !-' ci r t DJ t c ___ l_l_-_1_3_-_8_0 ___ c o u n t y ___ D_u_b_u_q_u_e ____ _ 
-----, 
1.ProJ. Hi lco _____ Ye,1 r Bu 1 l t ___ l_9_8_0 _____ Ho.id tlo. Cont r actor T sc hi gg fr i._·_ e _ E_x_c_a_v_. ______ r r 0 J . ri n . __ s_N_-_4_6_5_7_(_3_)_-_s_l_-_3_1 ______ _ 
I 
/\ D p h . co n c . --=-=X'--_I\ • C . n e s u r • 
. 'Location Near the Wl;r Cor. Sec. SE J.., P.C. Cone. Slip Form _____ _ 
Fi>< ed Form 
Sec. 19-87-lE South & East to SW Cor Sec. 25-87-lE ~~--~ 
1· Od t e Test e d. __ ...i.l....i.l..=-5i..=-~8µQ;_. ________ h' c cJ the r __ __,,.C""'l...,,e._,,a~r,,__ ___________ _ 
McCauley - Frette 
I Tcrr11n1.J~; 
--"'------
I Stc;trt 2~:<tRev. S S-. omit Br:Luge Ia. 151 
.1·- -----





I C. IIui sman B. Grow_n ______ _ K. McLciughlin 
D. Jorchson I B. Shelquist -~--c. L. Baule 
1 









__ E_Bou nd LcJ n '! ~!3ou nd La nC? 
Lrnqth fl.nu1h.1r:'..i!", H o u '-i h n ~· s s 
(M 1 l ("' s) I r1 c li cs/~·\ l. l c Inchr~IM1 le 
1. 00 80 86 
. 86 82 
1. 00 83 95 
0.27 1. 00 J 26 
Test.i.ngEngineer·-· - -
c;:)::;J . -








c. L. Baule 
Road No. ···- . 
Year Built 1980 
Iowa Department of Transportation 
Office of Materials 
RMRV REPORT 
Test Method No. Iowa 1002-C 
August 1977 
. County_ .. _Duhuque _______________ Lab Report No. _______ 8_1_2_5 _______ _ 
.. Dale Tested ~=_5_-~Q ________ Date Reported ___ l_l_-_1_4_-_8_0 ___ _ 
Contractor __ _2'_~~~.~-~g-~~~-::_. ~-xc~~~~-~i_:_cL _____________ Project No. SN-4657(3)-51-31 
Project Length (miles) 
Weather . ______ C_l_E'.?.I. 
Test Personnel ____ ... J"_()_n_es 
Length Tested. 
Lori(Jitudinal Profrlc V<liuc 





. . . . . .J .... Q_(i_3 ________ -
3. 775 
Temperature ___ _ 
Outside 
N. __ Bound Lane 
3.066 
3~Tl5 ___ _ 
Average Longitudinal Profile Villuc. ....................... l....28. __ _ 
Deduction for Cracking. P.ilr:hing and Rut Depth. ...... Q _______ _ 







































,- ---------------------- ---- -----
1 ......... -~--~-~- . . -··· -. .. . . . ... TYPEOFV.'ORKASPH •• CEMENT CONC. PAV'T. 
V VI• I • •• • ._.,. • 
PROJECT NO. SN-4657 (3)-51-31 
~ILES ' 50855, COST CENTER 801000 OB~ECT 860 
r_,-'f1 / I COUNTI DUBUQUE ON SECONDARY ROAD FROM U S 151, NEAR THE W 1/4 COR. SE 1/4 
SOUTH AND EAST TO JUST EAST OF THE SW CORo SECo 25-87-lE 
I COUNTY OF DUBUQUE, IOWA 
-------------------------------------PARTY OF THE FIRST PART, AND 
TSCHIGGFRIE EXCAVATING CO. OF DUBUQUE, IOWA 44990 
I PARTY OF THE SECOND PART. 
WITNESSETH,THAT THE PARTY OF THE SECOND PART. FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION OF $ ****897 t 02 3 • } 0 , PAYABLE AS SET FORTH IN THE SPECIFICA-
TIONS CONSTITUTING A PART OF THIS CONTRACT, HEREBY AGREES TO CONSTRUCT VARIOUS ITEMS OF WORK AND, OR_, TO SUPPLY VARIOUS MATERIALS OR SUPPLIES IN 




















INCLUDES 7 SECTIONS WITH DESIGN VARIATIONS 
BASE, TYPE B CLASS 1 ASPHALT 
CEMENT CONCRETE 
BASE~ ASPHALT TREATED, CLASS 2 
ASPHALT CEMENT 
STABILIZED SHOULDER MATERIAL 
AGGREGATE, ROADWAY COVER, 1/2 IN. 
BINDER BITUMEN 
P~IMER OR TACK-COAT BITUMEN 
BASE. MACADAM $JONE - EMULSION 
TR EAT ED 
BASE, MACADAM STONE 
BASE, CHOKE STONE EMULSION 
TREATED 
BASEo CHOKE STONE 








48, 761 GALS. 






























20"9,490 .. 30 
$897,023.10 
WITH 324 jf,~lTbFO.fH~HMsEgg~~ ~:~6wcf:~1~i~g~DH.l~Fs~%1w:~Lot THIS CONTRACT, UNDER PAIN OF PENALTIES FOR FALSE CERTIFICATION, THAT HE HAS COMPLIED 
SAID SPECI Fl CATIONS AND PLANS ARE HEREBY MADE A PART OF AND THE BASIS OF THIS AGREEMENT, AND A TRUE COPY OF SAID PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS IS NOW ON 
FILE IN THE OF Fl CE 0 F THE PARTY OF THE FIRST PART UN OE R DATE OF _______ J.;;_;;;U..=L:....'f,;..._..=lc.:0c_t=..-..=1~9-8:....0.;;;.__ _____________ _ 
I THAT IN CONSIDERATION OF THE FOREGOING, THE PARTY OF THE FIRST PART HEREBY AGREES TO PAY THE PARTY OF THE SECOND PART, PROMPTLY AND ACCORDING TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE SPECIFICATIONS THE AMOUNTS SET FORTH, SUBJECT TO THE CONDITIONS AS SET FORTH IN THE SPECIFICATIONS. . THE PARTIES HERETO AGREE THAT THE NOTICE ANO INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS, THE PROPOSAL FILED HEREIN, THE GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE IOWA OEPA"TMl!.NT Of' 
TRANSPORTATION FOR · 197 7 TOGETHER WITH SPECIAL PROVISIONS ATTACHED, TOGETHER WITH THE GENERAL AND DETAILED PLANS, IF ANY, FOR SAID PROJECT 
S N--4 6 5 7 ( 3 ) -- 51-· J l , TOGETHER WITH SECOND PARTY'S PERFORMANCE BONO, ARE MADE A PART HEREOF, ANO TOGETHER WITH THIS 
I INSTRUMENT CONSTITUTE THE CONTRACT BETWEEN THE PARTIES HERETO. . THAT IT IS FURTHER UNDERSTOOD ANO AGREED BY THE PARTIES OF THIS CONTRACT THAT THE ABOVE WORK SHALL BE COMMENCED OR COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH I THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULE: APPROX. OR SPECIFIED STARTING DATE OR NUMBER OF WORKING OAYS 
APPROX JULY 30,1980 
SPECIFIED COMPLETION DATE 
OR NUMBER OF WORKING DAYS 
40 WORK.I NG DAYS 
THAT TIME IS THE ESSENCE OF THIS CONTRACT AND THAT SAID CONTRACT CONTAINS ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AGREED UPON BY THE PARTIES HERETO. 
I IN WITNESS WHEREO_F,·; THE PARTIES HERETO HAVE SET' THEIR HANDS FOR THE PURPOSE HEREIN EXPRESSED TO THIS AND THREE OTHER _IDENTICAL INSTRUMENTS AS OF TH -_ DAY OF · • · , 19_• --·--.j 
I 
I 
COUNTY OF DUBUQUE, IOWA Approved: 
·, ( I 
BY~...._,_',..,__'-'-'-r·~~-=/~/=·"'=""":~··=·~/+--_----------~ 
ARTY OF THE FIRST PART 
TSCHI GFRIE EXCAVATING CO. OF DUBUQUE, IOWA 
('(/ 
BY. __ _L_ 
83 
JUL 3 1 198.0 . 
··:"'-
Date 


















































STRUCTURAL RATING BASED ON ROAD RATER 
Initial Final 
Structural Rating Structural Rating 









Section Number 1 
0 to 23+00 1. 4 
23+00 to 47+05 1.9 
47+35 to 68+00 1. 7 
68+00 to 89+00 2.3 
89+00 to 110+00 2.0 
110+00 to 131+00 2.0 
131+00 to 152+00 1.9 
152+00 to 308+00 1.8 
Using Table II*(on following page) 
for comparison basis 









6" black base 2" of Type B surface 2.04 + 0.88 2.92 SN versus 3.6 final 
, 
Section Number 7 (0.12) (6) + (0.14) (3) 1.14 
0.72 + 0.42 = 1.14 SN versus 1.9 final 
From all indications, the Type B asphaltic concrete over the 6" 
black base and the 6" emulsion bound macadam base are the best 
sections - Sections 1, 2, and 3. However, the spring will bring some 
changes to the pavements and as the summer approaches, deflection 
readings may decrease in Sections 4, 5, and 6. No substantial in-
crease in structural characteristics is expected in section 7. 
*Howard B. McPhail, Guide for Primary and Interstate Road Pavement Design, 
Iowa Department of Transportation, Ames 1968. 
87 
__ J 







T~·pe A Asphalt Cc:rnent Concrete 
Type B Asphalt Cement Concrete 






3 ( 300 tpd) 
2 ( 300 tpd) 
Base Course 
""" ,! .. J 
Type A Binder Placed as Ba~e 
n•pe B Asphalt Cement Concrete Base 
Class I 
Type B ~sphalt Cement Concrete Base 
Class J:I 
Asphalt Treat0d Buse Class I 
Pi tuminous T ·.-ca tcd l·.cy_ir12r1a te Base 
Asphalt Treated B~s~ Class II 
C 0 l d - La id F :i l _ '-' rn in C".1 s Cc· n c re t. e Ba s e 
Cu:,ent TreC1t0d Gr<'lnul<ir {l\o~irenate) 
- _, _, 
Sr1il-Cc;11cnt r :se 
Crushed (Grr1.::2d) Stone £'.zi.se *** 
~·~ca~am Stone Ease 
l'ortl 2nd Cc::n1cnt Co! 1c r·2 te Base (New) 















Suh::2 s0 course 
Soi 1-Cc:rn<?n t :~'.lb;:;~~'~ e 
Soi 1-T_, irr.e Su·:·"::,.~ se 
Gr 2 ;1 u 1 2 r S 1.fr i , ·2 s 2 









"*!:11~::tir:at.cs co~ffjc-i0nts t0r-.r_~n from r,ASI-frO Interim Guide for the Design 
of Flc:xibl.; i:::l\'C:F~.c:l1t structures. 
*;..This valut? is for rr~.,scn::ibly sound existing concrete. Actual value 
·~sod 1~.a~' 1)8 lcY.\1 c:r, ~.: 1 ~~1.1cncli11g on t11e arnount of deterioration that has 
occur ri:-·d. 



















.. .. .. 













I 00 :;: 




















FROM ROAD RATER DEFLECTION 
Corrected to 80° F 





















*Douglas Heins, Road Rater Dynamic Deflections for Determining 
Structural Rating of Flexible Pavements, Iowa Department of 















· ,-~- :···-::~ ''!::' "::"\'-~;~·,>:-.··-• ..,._..! ,. e:..<;i..~-~·...,...,·;-'1..:· ".'::;:":;~·-··:.~· ·-•: ·:•_._~;-_;,"':":. ~'."·'·· '<\:'.":." ~·::_.'."': ···,.;:,; •• ··.::":~· ._ ., "-=':!'~::"..',--'t,~:~:SJ<"J..:\,P'';;·q.,_.r;...,.,;-~l~··.,,,,":l._,:!.-·-l"<!·~~,,_: :.£""'~;,'1;1~·:~ .l..;·'·''"••·•-·~-,.._~, .. ;.: ............. ~~<·.,-.c....__..., __________ ----·---- ·---------··· -- _ 
~2CG~!Ai"i ;.!;Ji12E;~- .-=c::;:cc:E'.J 
C01'iPuTC:i\ RU1\ Dl:TE- 2:2./15/LC 
counY- nu;u:,:.i_;c 
SECO~DA~Y RCLTE. )QS3 
?AV[!':fi:T TYPE·. 
.;.-i:~ 
,,\ /) j - r:,,, .. 
U _L.04v1r::. - !\""'·"' 
r:- P 
/OOb Jlf. ~CJ-::.. loo ~ >< -::: 18.94 
CFfICE O~ (ATERIALS 
ROAD RATER TESTS 
SEGI~NlNG ~p.... O·D L.4.8 NO···· •• RR1-:i.J2c 
YEAR BUILT·· 1980 
'.".-ATE ESTEti. 08-13'...80 
ENr<ING i'1i=· ••• ••• 23.Jf1 
CONFUTED ~ILES.. 23~00 
ROAD RATE~ DEFLECTION lMILSI 
r_ A ~ T8 0 U i"< D 
"' 




SENS 2 REMti. RICS 
LI£ATHER'CLDY 
OBS··~· SMITH &TRITSCH 
TIME··· 13;20 
I 1~ ~ s.OJ::J S~Z.6 4 • ciJ 
I SI. ...,..3. 5,-:i:: S't&>S'j J. s:; 
;93·" .. .::::c Sl,:.'i~ 3.75 
,_ ~o2/~,?.::'~5G.35 3.sn, 
'Z. Z. J1 J • .S ::' '} ~ (,/ t, ::l • CJ 
Z3Cl\.::: ::,c,r-t,,O':'f, 3. 45 
z 4 a 1 •. s c J s S-97.· 7 • :: J 
"'2.G.~2.· S'J·~S;>78 4. 8J 
ZlP7J.3. ccc~S"s~9 s. oJ. 
'21</1 i • ~ r~c·SS:S-9 5 • Q.O 
Z9g.4. C:.e:JSS.-.Jo' Lt. t:.5 
3P1l. s .1j cc' S'Sl.J b. 3 o 
31P,1.·5 • 5 C: S SSZ I 5 • 6 Ci 
2.c:J 
2.15 
:: 0 1G 
J, .'')J 
1 • .5 J 
3.~o 
7 .. ~Cl 
4.5] 
5 • s iJ 
5, 5iJ 
:;...qs 








;:} 1~ - _:.;! C· 
3 ., ..t.", .-,., . .., r,- - rci .;i:J.o• :i:..::J .;>~oz. t• c..:l!J 
3"1417. CCC ~~93 4 • 50 
.3Si{17. 5 co·_S''r'8~ 5. 7J 
~ ' ~ 
C! • ..!J :J 










5 .1;] 2. -1 '] 
6-70 2. >Q 
b· 9!] 2-70 
7.10 2-70 
6. 20 3.40 






• ~ • * t ¥ • * s S L M M A R Y o F D A T A ¥ * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * ~ H I S T 0 R Y * ~ * * * 
* * SL:NS1 0.aGi1(i I S£NS2 I * "' DIRECTIOt\ !STD.DEV. MAX. f11N· AVE• 80% I AVE· I SCI SCI/SENS1 * * i I I * * EA ST l ' ~-.t • C" ~'J 7.20 3 •OD 4-85 5 .-=;:;, i 2-34 I 2. S1 o. 517 * 
J:. 
~:EST t 1.\:y 7 .. 60 3.00 s. 72 6·77 l 2°6C I 3.12 0-546 * 
... 
I 
cor·rn l 1.~1 -7· .. ~fr 3.CJ .s. 2 9 ; ~, c.1 I 2.47 t 2.02 0.533 * 
i: 
.:: • :i l 
_:,. ,:::l: 
REMARKS: TNNN- SURFACE TEMP€RATURE· SECL- SUPERf:LEVATED CURVE, LOU! SIDE. SECH- SUPERELEVATED CURVE, HIGH SIDE 
-J 
/,f 





COMPUTER ~L~ DATE- 24/02/30 
-··---- --- --- .. C ,) L N TY...: .. ~ UB U Q U £ . ··- ---- ... _______ _ 
SECONDARY ~ OUTE. DG53 
PA'vEMEl"!T TWE·. 




8EGINrHNG :1? ••• ~·. 23.CO LAB NO···· •• RR1-1J23 ~ -WEATHER _____________________________ _ 
ENDING MP ••••••• 47.50 YEA~ BUILT·· 198Q oas •••• SMITH & TRITSCH 
CO f PLi TE~ __ f1.~~~-~-~· ______ 2_4~~9- ____ ----~~-_T~_T~_s_j~_D· __ q ~-1~:--~9 ____ _!!~~-·-·_·_1_3_:_3_0 ______ _ 
ROAD RATER DEFLECTION IMILSJ 
. -·------------·------··-------------· - tASTBO LIND -- - -- --···· -·------------ --- - WESTBOUND _____ -----------
\0 
1-'.. . --- -- ··- . 
* * * 
j( 
* * * * * 
s u !'1. M A 
------ -----------





I UD·_DE\I. MA x. 
I 
EA ST l J.(9 E· 3S 
luES T I 0-66 5.40 
COMB I 0.72 5. 30 
I SENS 1 SENS 2 SENS 1 SENS 2 REMARKS 
----·------ .. --- --------------- - --· --·------ --- - - ·----------- -- . --------· 
R y 0 F l)A.I .. _A 
* * * - ··------------- .. 
J SENS2 
MitJ. AV f. • 80% I AVE. 
-- l 
2·65 3.77 4. 43 I 1.55 
c·61 3-.. 56 4.11 I 1.47 
2-61 3-66 4. 27 --- i-····-1. 51 
* * * * * * * * * --- - .. - - .. 
I 
I SC I SCI/SENS 1 
I 
l 2.22 0. 588 
I 2.09 o. 5d 7 
I 2-15 0-588 
---------------------·-· -






* ·-- -·---------·· . -- --------·------ - ---- -------- -------- - . 
* * 
REM ARKS_!_]NNN- SURF A~E; ___ HtlPE i(A TU RE. __ .. __ SE(_L_:__~l!P..£:.R_El,E_V_~J__E:__D ___ Cl,l_RVf,;, LO!il _SIDE_.__ __ S ECH_- SUPERELEV A TED CURVE.. HIGH SIDE 
···: ···- ··- --···-·---·--····-· -··-·-·-··--·· -- ··1 .. ··-· ---·- . ·-··-







Vi~O:;R:.M t~!_1 f'l8E."':- F222Cc'5C 
CCMPUTER RUN DATE- 99/15/80 
COLiNTY- DUGUQUE 
SECONDARY ROUTE· D053 
PAVEM£MT TYPE •• 
M-P 
0Ff1CE Of ~lATER'IALS 
ROAD RATER TESTS 
8 t: G Hl iH N G r:P • • • • 
ENDING MP··•·•·• 




ua NO· ••••• RR1-1024 
YEAR BUILT·· 1980 
DATE TESTED· 08-13-80 
R 0 AD R A TE~ D Ef LE CT I 0 N ( M IL S l 
EASTBOUND ~EST80UND 
SENS 1 SENS 2 SENS 1 SENS 2 REMARKS 
t t:?'~ 1 /C>'4q 53.·sca 4791p 3. 3 5 1.s5 4 -30 1. so SECH 
I 0'4.q 5 4 ·CCC "1181 1.. I 3.95 1-90 5-60 1.80 SE CH 




WE A TH ER Cl DY 
OBS •••• SMITH & TRITSCH 
TIME·•. 13:40 
. .", ' ·~ (~~ ~. •. . . ,. 
" I'' " , 
··1 o"'t~.5 S,. S'.::C '/~8 3d0 ~-b5 3.95 1· 85 SECH SECL *~~ r oe,;:r,y .. ·~ c s'o o/?-41 4. SS 2.25 4-60 2.os SE CH SECL Avlr/e.. I ocn 5 6 ·, 5 CG 4? 39 5.00 2. 5'.J s.oo 2. 90 SECH SECL 
J I l '- 5 7 • 50 J- 97ZD 6-60 2.2J li. 15 2-35 SE:CH SECL 7,i D 
t 1z.&s8.c\JG<n11 4.20 1.70 6. 3,] 2.70 SECH SECL 
.1 r3&s1h sec 47o/. 3.;5 c:.GO 5.20 3»20 SECH SECL 
''' 1sss·9 .•. so'o ..,."&~ 2.95 1-70 3.20 2.10 SECH SECL 
I I ~'-J!:,Q .,3 ~:u 4~73 . 5.10 2-40 4.90 2.90 SECH SECL 
/I I~ 6 0 • 5€'.:J If~~?> 5.20 2.20 5.50 2-90 SECH SECL 
11~ .. 1'1~5CC~~~'{ 4.70 2. C:J 3 .15 1·60 SECH SECL 
\ 1..bl-6 =.[I J J "'~~ 3.75 1-85 3.t,I] 2.00 SECH SECL 
I '?...\4.,2. 5CG V'-Z.S 4. 7 5 1-6 s 3.a5 1.90 SECH SECL 








* * * 
s u i'l M A R y 0 f D A T A 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *·* 
H I s T 0 R y 
* * * * 
* I SENS1 SENS2 * 
tIRECTION !STD.DEV. :-:AX. MIN· AVE• 80% AVE· SCI SCI/ SENS1 * I * EAST I c. 'lb I::. 80 c:.95 4.29 5.10 1. 92 2.37 0. 553 * 
!!JEST 0.92 6 -30 3.15 4.55 s.32 2.22 2-33 0. 512 * 
COl'!9 Q.93 b-80 2 .95 4.42 5.20 2.07 2.35 o.s32 * 
REMA.HS: TNNN- SURF ACE TEl«PERATURE • SECL- SUPE RELEVATED CURVE .. LOW SIDE· SECH- SU PERELEVATED CURVE .. HIGH SIDE 
,_, 
.. .. . ...... 




--- l l 
PROGRAM NU~BE~- P222CQ~C 
CCMPUTER RU~ DATE- 10/15/~Q 
COUJTY- DUbU1~UE 
Sf.:COrJ!)ARY ROUTE· D!J53 · 
PAVE11EMT TYPE •• 
7 77" ,. ) . 





DIRECT ION I STD.DEV. 
I 
EAST I c.73 
bf. ST I [; • 4 9 
COMB I c •61 
OFFICE: OF MATERIALS 
ROAD ~ATER TESTS 
8 E GINN l NG MP • • • • 6 7 • 0 0 
[NDING MP.•••••• 39.20 
COi'lPUTED MILES.. 22.00 
... 































LAB NO····•• RR1-102S 
YEAR BUILT.. 1980 
DATE TESTED· 08-13-80 


































* * * * 
:t 
SENS2 
AVE. SC I SCI/SENS 1 
1.19 1.73 0.594 
1.12 1-84 0. 621 









REMARKS: TNl\N- SURFACE TEl'iPERATURE. SECL- SUPERELEVATED CURVE, LOW SIDE. SECH-
* 
llJEATHER CLDY 
oas •••• SMITH & TRITSCH 
TIME··· 13:50 
* * * 
H I s T 0 R y 
* * 
SUPERELEVATED CURVE .. HIGH 
/ 
\.\ / 










I . -. 
·----··----·- ·-------·-·---·--·-------·----··-·---------------------------~-----
PROG~~M NUFBER- Pc22QC50 
C0~PUT~R RuN DATE- 21/15/80 
OFFIC~ Of MATERIALS 
ROAD ~A7ER TESTS 
C<JLNTY- DLOUGUE 
SECONDARY ROUT£. D053 
PAVE!'iEMT TYPE •• 
BEGINNING NP •••• 69.CC 
ENDING MP······· 110.00 
C0f1PUTE D MIL ES.. 21. OD 
LAB NO •••••• RR1-1126 
YEAR BUILT.. 1980 
DATE TESTED. 08-13-80 
ROAD RATER DEFLECTION !MILS) 
. .- . . . ~ EASTBCUND WESTBOUND 
r:- p SENS 1 SENS 2 SENS 1 SENS 2 REMARKS 
.- . 
n1P'Z.9C. CQC'/C>i~- 3°60 c. 3'.J 3-60 2. !JO 1qz~98 .5r,,-;_39/i./_1 c:. 90 1-65 3.75 1.45 .4v~,..7' I ~3Z9.9. ·J JD 39~~ 2. 3 4 1 .32 3. [) 5 1-85 
1q'lz.99. !:CC~9f c. 37 1.3c 2.70 1.47 
l~&.ZlC' J • 5CJ J 8 7 C.60 1. S•J 3-80 1.75 
·,ci 1z1·c·1. cc:J 38'- 7 2. 31 1.2:,, 5.40 2. co 
1't8ll Gi • 5 CC: ~8S7 c -81 i.c:o 4. 90 1.70 
l~'?'FJ:: • 5cJ C ?.5'!.B 4.20 2. 7i] 4-35 2-30 
zoo<i103. coo~Bz;r 2.95 1.so 5.30 2-30 
Z~}8103°SCO f>/ 4.30 1°7] 2.10 1·32 / ~ /"' 
Z03)1G.4 • SJO 3soz. 2.95 1. 70 2-31 1-26 
2,DLl~ CS. CJG 3?93 C.60 1.35 3-60 1.45 
ZOS''-l C;; • 5-0 C 3 ?~3 3.oJ l-4J 2-60 1.50 
20"7SlCb 0 S00·~?4=o{f· 3.4!J 1·70 2.8J 1-35 
WEATHER ClDY 
oas •••• SMITH & TRITSCH 
TIM[ ••• 14:00 
-k~~ 
7z.o 
..2oS4107··CCO '!?~ o:;2 °90 1. 7 iJ .. - ···~--2-80 1.45 
~0'1~1[7~5Q0 31l8Jb 4.05 1·80 3.35 1.75 
. -· 31<,15 
·-. 
* * "' "' "" * 
.,, 
* * 
s u M M A R y 0 f D A T A 
* * * • * * * * * * * * * * '* '* * 
H I s T 0 ~ y 
* * * * 
* I ,SENS1 SENS2 
* I:IRECTION ISTD.D£V. f'1AX. MIN· AVE. 80% AVE· SCI SCI/SENS1 ;.I( 
I 
* £AST I o.65 4.30 2.31 3 .Q Ei 3°63 1·63 1.45 0-470 
* WE Si I 1.0~ 5.40 2°16 3.53 4 -39 1-65 1-85 0-524 
* 
' 
C Of'18 l o.c:7 ~ 2 -16 3.3;] l.j. 04 1ob6 1-65 o. 499 
* ri-.+o 




... _ .. 
-
.. 











PROGRAM NU~G[~- P222005G 
CCMPUTER RU~ DATE- 32/15/EC 
D053 
OFFICE Of MATE~IALS 
ROAD ~AHR TtSTS 
BEGINNING MP •••• 
ENDING MP ••••••• 




l AB NO.·•... RR1-1'J 27 
YEAR 8UILT.. 1980 
DATE TESTED· 08-13- 80 
ROAD ~ATER DEFLECTION !MILS) 
EASTBOUND WESTBOUND 
M.-P. , SENS 1 SENS 2 SENS 1 SENS 2 R£i1ARKS 
1.1:0 4.9:] 1-60 
.2 • QO 3.70 1. tliJ 
1.70 3 ~ 3'] 1-80 
WEATHER CL DY 
OBS •••• SMITH & TRITSCH 
TIM£ ••• 14:10 
~'-02. . 
2239. 2'15°COO~ 3.40 
'Z 3el> 12 2 • 5 [ c 3 4 s-c; 3 • 4 0 
Z::3931c:3·~,·cco3c/S'D 2.95 
V./OZ l 2 3 :.sJ J_3 4/'ib 2. 70 
L'« Z4ZZ.12'i-5QC342.l 1-89 
v/3ZY2s.c:J3tJ1t.. c:.21J 
-z. <.1<-1 I i 2 s .. s u c 3 voz. r: • 7 o 
1. 4 IJ 
1°29 
l -3.: 






- 2'9'='612 6° 5QJ 338~ 3. so 
z$'t>q 127·.:cc c 337Y 4. so 
i~78127 •. 5J.O S 3"-'r' 3 • 45 
-z'-lcn128.soo331./S" 2.75 
z~-0"12 r;. cco.s 33 ~ 3 .20 
-z:>li'.:>129.50033<?~ 3.15 
l:S'~513C· 5003307 3.30 
t.S'-IS131. uCO!Z'/8 2-34 
'/_. 
·-
"" * * * * * * * * 
s u M M ~ R y 
I SENS l 
DIRECTION !STD.DEV. MAX. MIN· 
I 
EAST I C·b3 4.50 1-89 
t!EST I o.?u 4. 90 2.55 
COi"i8 j 0. 7 3 4-,....;.& ' 1 • 8 9 
. ' i-. ') (; 
1.50 2 • c!CJ 
1.90 3.70 
l .5 !] 4.50 
2.1J 4.05 
2.00 4-65 
i:: ·60 4.os 
1. 7!) 4.00 
1. 7 s 2-67 
1.s a 3.70 
0 F D A T A 
* * * * * * * 
SENS2 
AVE. 80% AVE· SCI 
3. 0 3 3.57 1. 74 1.29 
:.j. 69 4.27 1-63 2. 06 
3-3b 3 ·98 1·68 1. 68 













* * * * * * * * * * 






* c .55 9 
* 0. 499 
* 
SIDE. SECH- SUPERELEVATE D CURVE,, HIGH 










PROGRAM NU~J[R- P~2~Gcsn 
COMPuTER RGN D~TE- 43/l5/8C 
COLNTY- DUBUQUE 
SECONDARY ROUTE. D053 
PAVEMEMT HPE·. 
M-P 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ROA:> ~ATER TESTS 
8EGINNING MP •••• 131.QO 
OJD IN G ~iP • • • • • • • 15 2 • 0 0 
COMPUTED ~ILES·· 21~00 
LA8 NO •••••• RR1-1J28 
Yt:AR RUIL T •. 19 80 
D A TE TES TED • 
ROAD RATER DEFLECTION IMILSl 
EASTBOUND WESTBOUND 
SENS 1 SENS 2 SENS 1 SENS 2 REMARKS 
~s-sz.. 131 • s cc 3zSB c -31 1-~8 3-60 1.35 
Z(c.'32.135.· 5:JO 32./l. 4.38 1-85 3. 4!J 1. 7C! . , 
"l.i.<I ! 13 b. cc c 3zo3 c:.95 1-80 3. 00 1. 8 0 
' I 
WEATHER CLDV 




~< :, z i,S-on c.. s:::; c '3 1 q5 4 ·6 J 2.7] 3.35 2.10 /f,,,~"'""'.JG ~7.U.4-ZM z.&:.to'il 37. 50:.:::i ~}'Ti 4. S:::J 2.3] 6°10 2. b!J 
,l. G, i '113 ikJ JG '311,. 4.70 2-30 4.55 2. 3 5 
-z "89 13 i1i • 5 [1 C 3 IS"~ ~ • 28 c ·6J 7. 4 iJ 2.40 7k 0 
. .:17o? 139.S'J 1J ~13"- c.22 1-35 2. 80 1.4!] 
ol ? I (,o 1 4 u • 0 0 0 ~ I 2.{o 2. 2 5 1.32 3. 20· 1.55 
..27Z'-14C: 0 5CC 3111 . c. 40 1·44 3.70 2.00 
z '7.t/~-141. soc 56~ :: .15 1.so 3.00 1. 4 5 
..2°'S1.142.<Joo 3ce8- 2-9J 1-80 3.50 2.00 
.;}?lt>L/ 14 2 • 5[ [ ~ OlCf> 2-85 1. 7 5 3.95 1.95 
.:2'13 3.) 4 3. sop aoG.o. 4.20 1.bJ 3 .15 1. 30 
.:; ?CJ.!. 1 4 4. D CJ J 3 oS It- 2.34 a.78 4o1iJ 1·65 
zPo'/ 144~ .5CC .3o,.tJ.h 4. 0 5 1.5 0 4 .35 1.75 
.. -z_1z3 14 5 °.SO Q.'?,o~ 3.00 1-45 3.45 1-85 
"Z .3Z 146.0::JO~OI 3.40 2.15 3. O'J 1°60 
z.f'IZ 146 •. sgi0'3t:.04 2.52 1.5 o 3.15 1-60 
. z8t,/147.s_r:oz.9g 2-85 1.75 3-60 2.00 
Z.1"'10148, •. DQO :J.975" J.6!] 2.25 3.00 1.90 
2 8 a 01%.,5oc.2.9~5 3.45 2 .5 0 3.10 2.00 





* * * * * * 
s u M M A fi y 0 F D A T A 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.*HIST 0 RY* * * * i 
::I: l 
I SE NS1 
DIRECTION lSTD.DEV. MAX. 
I 
EAST I 0.90 5. 20 
WEST 1 1.c9 7. 4 0 
CO~IB I 1.00 f-.-2-£-
7 -+·~ 
RU1ARKS: Ht\N- SURF ACE TEl"'PERA'l"URE. 
I· 't 
SENS2 I 
MIN. AVE. 80% A\/E. I SCI 
I 
2.22 3.37 4.12 1-82 I 1.55 
2-80 3.75 4-67 1-83 I 1.92 
2.22 3.55 4.40 1·82 I 1.73 


















.. - - - - - -
PROG~~~ ~U~3ER- P22c005J 
CCMFUTER RUN DATE- 54/15/6[ 
I·-:·,; 
COLi>JTY- DL:BLJc.:UE 
S[CONDARY ROUTE· D053 
PAVEtili".T TYPE·· 
' . J 
'.':' ._ . ' 
. ~ . 
t' . • ' 
·-' 
M- p 
OFfI CC OF t:AERIAL S 
ROAL> P.ATE:,-~ TESTS 
BEGINNING MP •••• 152.0G 
ENDING MP ••••••• 305-00 
COMPUTED MILES •• 153.00 
LAB No •••••• RR1-1Q29 
YEAR BUILT.. 1980 
DATE TESTED. 08-13-80 
ROAD RATER DEFLECTION (MILS) 
E\STBOLND WESTBOUND 















7.00 4 .10 
1. 30 
2-46 1. 4 7 
1-38 



























MIN. AVE• 8 tl% 
c·4G 3. 5 2 4 • 4 :J 
1·86 3.93 5. 03 
1-86 3. 73 4.73 
SENS2 I 
AVE· I SCI SCI/SENS1 
I 
1.77 I 1.75 0-498 
2.17 I 1-76 0·448 












liE AT HER CLDY 
oas •••• SMITH & TRITSCH 
TiriE ••• 14:30 
-~-- ' ,, 
I ~ /t_1. "> 
* '* * 
H I S T 0 R y 
* * * * 













--------·-·-------~=-··,. 1)011.,~-,.... ~....-~ 
P~CGRAM NUMBE~- P2~~GC5J 
CO~PUTER ~U~ ~ATE- 11/15/80 
OFFIC~ OF MATERIALS 
~CAD RAT£~ TESTS 
~b 
C Ol!N TY- DUBtJ QUE 
SECONDARY ROUTE. DOS3 
PAV[MEMT TYP£.. AC 
i"i-P 
1-bSJ 
5 .. ;JiJG 
S.5CJ 
9.Q']CJ 
'~.C'l'1 =~-- < ,-1 :j. ·5 [ Q 
11.coo 
i3E GINNING MP •••• 
ENDING ;ip ••••••• 




LAB No •••••• RR1-1J14 
VEAR BUILT.. 1980 
DATE TESTED· 10-13-80 
/l So ·::.I).: 
ROAD RATER D~FLECTION CMILSI 
EASTBOUND WESTBOUND 
SENS 1 SENS 2 SENS 1 SOJS 2 REMARKS 
1.74 1.sJ 
~: 1.44 1.2:J 1.20 1.08 
·1.84 1-61 1~44 1-36 
1-64 1.4:] 1.24 1.20 
1-52 1. 32_ 




OBS •••• TWOHEY & TRITSCH 
TIME·•• 14:00 







- -1·4 0 1. 3 2 






Av~Y7.1 _-k~ ~~-o. 





1.28 1-16 -~-·"'-"·-:---_ ---'-~. -· --
1-60 l-28 
1-80 1.l:,J 
2. 4.9 1. 92 
1-56' 1·24 
_ 1-24 1.00 
1•44 1o36 
1-68'- -~-~-1-56~~---~-
1-44 1-40 TOSS 
1-60 1.44_, 
1. 20 1.12 
1.00 0-96 
1·16 1· DO 
--- - --··--·- ··- -
* * * * * * * * * S U M M A R V 0 F D A T A * * * * * * ¥ * * * * * *****HISTORY***** 
* * I SENS l I SENS2 I 
* * DIRfCTION !STD.DEV· MAX. MIN. AVE· 8J% I AVE· I SC I SCI/SENS 1 
* * l I l 
* * EAST I t.27 c. '-10 1.24 1. 60 1-83 I 1-37 I o. 23 0-143 
* * UJE ST I 0.20 1068 1.00 1-39 1·56 I 1·28 I 0.10 .a. 076 
* * COMB I a.26 c:.40 1. O!J 1 • SCJ 1.71 I 1-33 I 0.17 0.112 
* * 
REMARKS: TNNN- SURFACE TEMPERATURE. SECL- SUPERELEVATED CURVE~ LOW SIDE· SECH- SUPERELEVATED CURVE-. HIGH SI DE 
------.. - ...... - .. - .. - - - - - .. ~ 





P~OGRAM NUM8ER- P222DD50 
CO~PUTER ?.UN DATE- 2c/15/8Q 
CiJUJTY- DliBUQUE 
SECONDARY ROUTE. D053 





OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ROAD RATER TESTS 
8EGINNING MP··.· 
~NDiin 1'1? • • • • • • • 
COMPUTED MILES •• 
23-00 
'17.QS 
c;4 .• 05 
LAB No •••••• RR1-1lJ15 
YEAR BUILT.. 1"'!81J 
DATE TESTED· 10-13-80 
ROAD RATER DEFLECTION CMILSJ 
EASTEOUND WESTBOUND 
SENS 1 SENS 2 srns 1 SENS 2 REMA ~KS 
1·84 1. 2 i] 2-34 1·50 
1·80 1-28 2.10 1.44 
2 -1\J 1. Cb 1. 4 :J 1-12 
WEATHER CLDY 
oss •... TWOHEY & TRITSCH 
T rr:E • • • 14 : 10 
3b.CiJO 2.34 1.32 1.40 1.20 
.36.S!:J/ 1-8~ 1°20 1-60 1.20 
--- 3 ·f~ s :'c --- · ---2. n l 0 cO ], 0 60 1.QO 4v~r7ek~ 
C-z.z_.. 38.lJCU- 1. biJ 1-48 1-86 1.20 
3 '3. 5-J O· :- 1 ·80 1·16 1.92 1.32 
~so 
;r,. 5-ui --l-68 ____ l ·O 8 1.ao 1-26 
40.0•JO· 2 .o 4 1-32 1. 81] 1-32 
----.----- -- --- - - -- -:--.--- -
4_u_. spp ____ b92 ___ C· __ i_._;;_o 1-80 1.20 
41.SDC 2·40 1.3 2 2.10 1.so 
42.C'.10 2.37 1-32 1·80 1. 20 /11C1 ,.. 700 
42. 5.00 
---
2 ~-6 4 ___ _ 1..!._s_g__ _ ____ -~ ~ 40 0-88 
43. sco _'.... 2-16 1-3 2 1. 76 - --- 1..32 44.coo. 2-16 1-32 1-76 1.20 
44.500 2.10 1.20 1. 60 1-16 
* * ~ * * * * * * S U M M A R Y 0 f D A T A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * H I S T 0 R Y * * * * * 
* * I SENS 1 I SENS2 
* * DIRECTION l STD. DEV. MAX. MIN. AVE. 8'.]% I AVE. I SC I SCI/SENS 1 
* * I I 
* * EAST l 0. 2 8 2·64 1° b::J 2.05 2.29 I 1.28 I o.78 o. 379 
!LEST l Q.2t, 2.34 1.40 1.77 1-'18 I 1. 24 I a. 53 0.300 * * 
* * (0118 I 0.30 2-64 1.40 1.91 2-16 I 1·26 I 0·65 0. 34 3 
* * 
REMARKS: TNNN- SURFACE TEr.PERATURE· SECL~_SUPERELEVATED CURVE, LOW SIDE. SECH- SUPERELEVATED CURVE, HIGH SIDE. 
3.1 
--- --- ----------- - - ------- - ----- ---------- - ---·- ----------------------------·-·-··------------------------------------
P;~OGRAl1 NUllBt:R- - PcccCiJSG"" 
CCMPUT[F. ~UN )ATE- 12/02/20 
-- -- --------CFFICE-0F-MATERI.A.LS- ···------· 
P.OAD RATER TtSTS 
·c~L.:NTY- :LBU:2lJE BEGINNING ·jjp •••• - 47.35 -LAE i~Q •••••• RR1-1'J16 WEATHE:R CLDv·-·----·---------------
SECONDARY ROUTE. D053 ENDING MP ••••••• 67-00 YEAR BUILT.. 1~80 OBS···· TWOHEY & TRITSCH 
_______________ P ~_V_E~~MT __ !_~~E-~_· _____ A_C ___________ s_Of'IF~TE_D -~-IJ::~S_.~ ____ ]i_~_._-~-~-------D!:'_T_E_ ~-~~TED_".. ___ 1Q_:_ 13-89 _________ TI ME• •• 14: 20 _______ _ 
ROAD RATER DEFLECTION CMILSJ 
--- -[AS TBO lJND ------ ---- - - - - --WE:STBOUN D ---- - - -- -- -- ------
M-P SENS 1 SENS 2 SENS 1 SENS 2 REMARKS 
- - - ----· ·-- --------·--------- -------·· ... 
53.sco 2.34 1-SD 1.8Q 1-36 SECH SECL 
________________________________________ S 4. CCC c. l:J 1.sJ ____________ 1·56 1 • ?.'J SE CH SECL _________________________ _ 
s~.scc i.:-34 1-56 1-60 1.2J SECH SECL 
_________________ e_-_'l-_~----- ~~:~5~ ~:i~ i:~~ ~:~~ ----t:~~--- ~~~~ ~~~t --AvL d41L .,(. __ ~ 
------------:5!:;.S'Ju ----m 2.10 1.so·-------------1.16·------1~24------·sicH SECL____,.. / , 
------ ---· - · -5·7.-sdJ .. -----1.-a-o-·-----1. 38 ---- 1. 2 4 1. oo sE c'H-s·~cc-- ·· ~.s-o · 
58°000 1-92 1-32 1°52 1.20 S[CH s~CL 
·------- -- ---------· ·-----~---- ·---·------- ··- -··------------------
-- - - ___ 5_8.S_CG 2.1::1 1-50 1.48 1-28 SECH SECL 
- ~-- - - 0 · s 9 • so o 1 • s 6 1 ~ o 4 1 • 16 - :i;--. o·8 srrn-srcL 
____________ 1Y~~o-----------~--6Q.JJO ____ 1·92 1·26 _______ 1-56 1°20 SC::CH SECL 
---· --~-- _______ . _ -----~:!~--~~'J___ 1.92 1·50 .1•64 1-36 SECH SECL 
61-500 - 2.34 1-50 1.-20- 1.00 SECH-SECL" 
_________________________________________ 62· GOO 1·64 1. 20 _____________ 1•40 ______ 1. 12 _ SECH SECL 
--------------62-500 c-1:J l-5J 1.20 1.co SECH SECL 
67-00J 1-80 1.14 1.20 0-88 
* * * * * * * * * ~ U M M A R Y 0 f D A T A * * * * * * * * * * * * 
I 
DIRECTION !STD.DEV. 
I E A S T - -- - 1---- iJ • 2 3 
WEST I Q.2J 






REMARKS: TN~~- SURFACE TEMPERATURE· 
MIN· AVE. 80% 
SENS2 I 




1°56 2.01 2.20 l 1.40 I o.61 0.304 
1·16 1.45 1·62 I 1.15 I 0.29 0.202 
1.16 -~-~_1_3 ____ _?_~ _ _!]~ __ _l __ 1~2_8 I 0.45 0·262 
SECL- SUPERELEVATED CURVE. LO~ SIDE. 
* * * * * H I S T 0 R Y * * * * * 





* * ------------ ---------- --- - ---- ------ --- ----- ---
* * 
- * * 
* * ----- -- ---·----------·-----------·--------------
SECH- SUPERELEVATED CURVE~ HIGH SIDE 
·----------------------- --------------- ·-· ------------------------ ·---· -------------- ----------------------------- -·------------ -----------------
_3,.z. ____ . ------ --- . 

















PROGR~M NUrBER- P222G050 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 33/15/80 
COL~TY- DUBU~UE 
SECONDARY ROUTE. D053 




OffICE OF MATERtALS 
ROAD RATER TESTS 
BEGINNI~G MP •••• 68.JC 
ENDING MP •••••• ~ 89.00 
COMPUTED MILES.. 21°00 
LAB No •••••• RR1-1017 
YEAR BUILT·· 19 80 
DATE TESTED· 10-13-80 
ROAD RATER DEFLECTION (MILSJ 
EASTEOUND li!ESTBOUMD 
SENS 1 SENS 2 SENS 1 SENS 2 REMARKS 
=. 5 [) 1 ·7J 2.34 1.so 
2.70 1-32 2-34 1.44 
72.St.JC ·· 2-70 1°32 2 .·1a ____ 1. 44 
WEATHER CLDY 
oes •••• T~OHEY & TRITSCH 
TIME• •• 14: 30 
c.: '!,-'l/ 
73.s[fo---:-·,.----, 3--:.~o_o_ ----1.<=Jo _________ 2·40 1. 68 
~ 74.GOCl··· c•76 1.sJ 
---
2.10 1-.. 20 
74. 5tJ·J·t· 3.00 1°70 2_. __ y_o 1._62 
7 5. 5 c :.· .. 
_1_ver'1~£.~ ~--
'.{ .Q') c:.c:J 1·80 1.c a 
76.UDQ 2·76 1.so 2.10 1-68 
____ 76- sec 3.00 · 1.1'.J 2.04 1.20 
77.SCC c 0 70 1. 3 2 1.92 1·16 
78.000 3.30 1.90 2°10 1.32 ~\\<'.::!/ ;,oO 
:7_8..!_ sec ______ 3_.00 _ 
_l.!50 2.G4 1. ~2-79.s:c 3.5'.] 2.00 
_ _ _ r_o__s_s__ _ __ 
2.10 1.20 Bc.ooo 2. 7U; 1.32 2.10 1.20 
8 o. 500 2.52 1.32 1.80 1.20 
-·· ·- ·-.. ---·-
* * * • * ¥ * * * S U ~ M A R Y 0 f D A T A * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * H I S T 0 R Y * * * * * 
* * I SENS 1 I SENS2 I 
* 
11: 
DIRECTION !STD.DEV. MAX. MIN. AVE· 8J% I AVE. I SCI SCI/SENS1 
* * l I I 
* * EAST I c.40 4.00 2.s2 3.01 3-35 I 1.57 I 1.44 0.477 
* * WEST j 0.19 2. 4C 1°80 2-11 2°27 I 1.35 I o.76 a. 361 
* * COM3 I o.ss 4.00 1.80 2°56 3.03 I 1°<!6 I 1.10 a. 429 
* 
:::: 
REMARKS: TNNN- SURFACE TEMPERATURE· SECL- SUPERELEVATED CURVE, LOW SIDE· SECH~ SUPERELEVATED CURVE. HIGH SIDE 
&.3 
j 
PRCGRAM NUMEER- PcccDDSJ 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 44115/60 
·COLl\TY- DU8U!.JUE 
SECOND~RY ROUTE. D053 


















OFFICE Of MATERIALS 
ROAD ~ATER TESTS 
SEGINNI~G MP •••• 89.QO 
ENDING MP······· 110-00 
COMPUTED MILES·. 21.0G 
LAS NO.•·••• RR1-1018 
YEAR BUILT.. 1980 
DATE TESTED. 10-13-80 
ROAD RATER DEFLECTION {MILS) 
EASTBOUND WESTBOUND 






oas •••• TWOHEY & TRITSCH 


































1. 50 -£,.,,~ 1. s-o-4ve.r7 c.. _ _ $7$"
4 





















* * * * * 
¥ 
* * 
s u M M A R y 0 F D A T A 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * H I S T 0 R '( * * * * 
* I SENS 1 I SENS2 I 
* DIRECTION ISTD 0 DEV· MAX. MIN. AVE· 8u% I AVE. I SCI SC I/SE NS1 
* I I I 
* £AST I 0.52 3. 60 2.04 2-78 3.21 I 1.54 I 1.24 Q.446 
* ' WEST I 0.27 2«i0 1.92 2-41 2-64 I 1.44 I 0.97 a. 1;02 
* COMB I 0.45 3-60 1.92 2.59 2.97 1 1.49 I 1-10 0. 42 6 '* 
f\EMARKS: TN~U-l- SURF AC£ TEMPER A TUR£. SECL- SUPERE:L E VAT ED CURVE, LOW SID£. S£CH- SUP£ RE LEVA TED CURVE .. HIGH SIDE 










- .. - - -
{ .. - .. 




PRCGRAM ~UMSEk- P2220J50 
COMPUTER RL~ DAT~- 55/15/80 
OFFICE OF MATERIALS 
ROAD RATER TESTS 
COUNTY- Dl!cUc.iUE 
SECON&ARY ROUTE. D053 
PAV£M£MT TYPE·· SC 
BEGINNING MP •••• 11Q.QQ 
O:DING MP··· •••• 131.CJO 
COMPL!TED MILES.. c1-00 
LAB No •••••• RR1-1J19 
YEAR BUI!...T.. 1980 
DATE TESTED· 10-13-81] 
ROAD RATER DEFLECTION !MILS) 
EASTBOUND WESTBOUND 
M-P SENS 1 SENS 2 srns 1 srns 2 REMARKS 
115.QC'J 3-0r.J 1-40 3. 90 1-60 
122. s:ic 2. 90 1-50 3°30 1. 7:) 
123°CJO 3. 4 '] 1.sc 3°10 1. 50 
12 3_. 5 c [ 3.oJ ___ l•S'J 3_._5_0 ____ h.5D_ 
124.5[1;] 2. 8J 1.20 2°70 1.so 12s.ccc 3. lJ 1. 5 iJ 3. 1tJ 1.50 
12 5 • 5 Q_C_ 3 ' ,... •o .....! l • 5 CJ 3.40 1-60 
126-500 3.50 1°80 3.00 1. so 
-127.i]J!] 3.50 1°60 3. so 1-60 
127·5CO , 3.40 _.1. 6.0. 6°00 - .. - _1_._80 
128°500 3o60 1. 5'] 3. 30 1.so 
129-000 3.7Q 1.so 4.00 2.o!J 
129·50C 3.90 1°50 3.40 1.5!] 
13Q.S!JG · 3.00 1.00 2°90 1°50 
131.CJOO 2.90 1.00 3.00 1.40 
:I:: 
* * * * * * * * 
s u M M A R y 0 F D A T A 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
l SENS1 SENS2 
DIKEC T ION ISTD •. DEv. MAX. MIN• AVE. 80% AVE. SCI SCI/ SENS1 
j 
EAST I 0.35 3.90 2. 80 3.29 3. 58 1.44 1-85 Q. 562 
ti;ES T I 0. ?8 6-00 2.?J 3.47 4°13 1-58 1. 89 Q.545 









REMARKS: TNNN- SURF ACE TEMPERATURE. SECL- SUPERELEVATED CURVE .. LOtd SI DE. · SECH-
'·' 
WEATHER CLDY 
oas •••• TWOHEY & TRITSCH 




--- - ---- -~-- --
-
··---. 
* * * * 
H I s T 0 R y 
* * 
' ·~-
SUPERELEVATED CURVE .. HIGH 
. - ··- ... 














PRO~RA~ NU~JE~- P222CC5C 
COMPUTER RUN DATE- 66/15/eO 
COUNTY- DLBU:.iLE 
SECONDARY ROUTE. D053 
PAVE~EMT TYPE.. SC 
- ~~~ 
OFFIC~ OF MATERiALS 
ROAD RATE~ TESE 
BEGIN~~ING 1'1P •••• 
ENDING MP ••••••• 




LA3 NO •••••• RR1-1~20 
YEAR BUILT·· 1980 
DATE TESTED. 10-13-80 
ROAD RATER DffLECTION CMILSJ 
=<. 
WEATHER CLDY 












































































SENS 1 SENS 2 REMARKS 
3.l]Q l-20 
3-30 1-60 
3.·20 1. 60 




3. 20 1. 20 
~V4Y/ '-~ -47~--- -- . -: . 
2. 71] 1. 32 
- -3:-40'-- -1-40 ... SyO-.. 
3.30 1·60 
3.30 2.00 
3 .10 1. ~tl,--------- -----------
·3 .10 1. 20 
2.1f'J o.96 
4. Ba - 2. 20 ·- --- - · --
3. 50 1. 90 
3. 50 1. 60 T060 
3.10 1.70 
2-82 1.26 
2-40 1-80 TOSO 
* * * * * ~ * * * ~ ~·M M A R Y 
- .... ~. •. ·_ .... \ 0 F D A T A * * * * ~ * * * * * * * *****HI~TORY***** 
•• 
* I . ,/'.}:.,:/:-;s l I SENS2 I 
* 
lX 
DBHTION !STD.DEV~ r'lAX. MlN. AV£. 80% I AVE~ I SCI SCI/SENS1 
* * -- -· --··· I j I 
* * EAST I Q.49 Li. 4 0 2°52 3.24 3-65 I 1.59 I 1·65 0 ~ 508 
* 
. 1:: 
WEST l 0 0 8:J i:,.OO 2.10 3.34 4-81 I 1·68 I 1·66 0-496 
* * COMB I 0-65 4-r%- 2 .10 3.29 
(,, f-() 
3. 84 I 1·64 I 1·65 o. 502 
* * 
RE~ARKS: TNNN~ SURFACE. TEMPERATURE. SECL- SUPERtLEVATED CURVE~ LOW SIDE. SECH- SUPERELEVATED_CURVE, HIGH SIDE 





- - - - - - -
- \_ 
- - -
... - .. 
-
.. .. 
p ,\ ~ :, ;~ .~. ·"i \ ~ i ,\ s c_ t:. - F22cC1::: .S'J 
7711:16J 
(': ~~ ,--.- -11- r .... \... :·_ Ji:::- f'l,.,. TC:~~ ! .j. LS 
CO~?cr=~ ~~N )ATE- r-:O.!. ~ ;.: A.,- :C::R HSTS 
~ 
CO ~TY- J~BU~UE 
SE ONDARY RCUT[. DCS3 
P~ E~EMT TYPE.. AC 
1'1-P 
15 S • O': C 
2_._J ·::!. c =: 


























C) .J • 
c":.SJr·-
3r;c.--1 --: 
:~~C \o\iING "1P· ••• 1 2.[JO LAB rJo •••••• RR1-1J 21 
END ~G n° ....•.• 3 5.QQ YEAR S:J IL T •• 1'=! E 0 
C01~ L TED MILES •• l 3. GO DATE TESTE~. 10-13-80 
ROAD RATE~ D::: fl£CTI ON !i1IL S) 
EASTBou~rn WESTBOUND 
SENS ~ su;s ~ SENS 1 srns 2 
0.96 0°80 






2 .. 52 :;. • 3 ~ 
1. 56 1.20 
l • "! 2 1 • ciJ 
1-60 1.28 
c. 46 1.44 
2. '32 2.10 
..... 9 q 1•8 IJ 
c:. 40 2.10 
- .. r 
c. '"1:.:; 1 ·6 ... 
2.4Q 1.sc 
3 olJ 1-5] 
3.00 1.SfJ 
1-50 1. 30 
4.40 2. 30 
2.22 1. 2 !] 
3.3:-i 
.ll• 70 
3. 10 l • 5 0 
3-60 1.so 
3 .}'] 1-60 
4. !JO 2. 21J 








* * * x * * % * j s u ii i"1 A ;~ y 0 f D A T A * * * * * ******:!: 
~E~!S 1 I S~NS2 
DIRECTIOr.l )STD~~i?_l.}e r·; .~ . .x ... :".I I\. AVE· ,'1•:% ! AVE II ' SC I SCI/SENS1 '
EAST I , i 6°QC 0. l-,6 2°63 3 ·69 I 1.49 ! 1. 14 0.434 .... I 
U:[ ST I -, i, 4 • 4 iJ Q.82 2. 51 3. !.; 4 I 1.53 I o.98 '.J. 391 ...;• I 
" 










OBS···· TUOHEY & TRITSCH 
TIME ••• 15:10 
,4vL~/e -/e-~ 
..5?)• 















I Appendix F 
































EMULSION TREATED MACADAM 
Dubuque County SN-4657(3)--51-31 
July 15, 1980 
SP-312 
THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS, SERIES OF 1977, ARE AMENDED BY THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONS. THESE ARE 
SPECIAL P.ROVISIONS AND SHALL PREVAIL OVER THOSE PUBLISHED IN THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS. 
GENERAL. The work on this project includes several variations of base and wearing course 
construction, all described on the plans. This specification describes emulsion treated Macadam 
base and the related emulsion treated choke stone base, neither of which is described elsewhere 
in the specifications, and modifications to other standard specifications relating to this project. 
Certain aspects of this project are of a research nature, and requirements may be changed by 
the engineer in order to make these aspects more meaningful. 
EMULSION TREATED MACADAM BASE AND EMULSION TREATED CHOKE STONE COURSE 
MATERIALS. Aggregate for emulsion treated Macadam and emulsion treated choke stone courses 
shall be the product of crushing limestone, dolomite, or quartzite and shall meet the following 
requirements: 
A. Abrasion Loss. The percentage of wear, determined in accordance with AASHTO T 96, 
Grading A or B, shall not exceed 45. 
B. Soundness. When subjected to the freezing-and-thawing test, Laboratory Test Method 
211, Method C, the percentage loss shall not exceed 10. 
c. Gradation. The aggregate for both base course and choke stone course shall be produced 
from the same source by primary crusher, both products of that operation. The gates or 
breaker bars shall be adjusted to produce a nominal maximum size of 3 inches, and the product 
of the primary crusher shall be screened over a 3/4-inch screen. The aggregate retained on 
the 3/4-inch screen shall be furnished as the aggregate for emulsion treated Macadam base 
course. 
The aggregate passing the 3/4-inch screen shall be furnished as the aggregate for emulsion 
treated choke stone course; however, the percentage of fines passing the No. 200 sieve shall 
not exceed 5.0 percent for the choke stone course aggregate that is to be treated with 
emulsion. 
Emulsion for emulsion treated Macadam base and emulsion treated choke stone courses shall 
meet requirements of AASHTO M 140-79I, Grades HFMS-2 or CSS-1. This material or CRS-2 shall also 
be used for tack coats, if required. 
PLANT EQUIPMENT. Article 2205.04 shall apply. 
SPREADING EQUIPMENT. Spreading equipment for emulsion treated Macadam base shall be capable 
of uniformly depositing and spreading the base material to the required thickness. Equipment des-
cribed in 2001.19 may be used. 
Spreading equipment for emulsion treated choke stone course shall meet requirements of 2001.19. 
HEATING EQUIPMENT. Article 2001.11 shall apply. 
COMPACTION EQUIPMENT. Compaction equipment used shall be of such design that its operation 
shall not disturb the subgrade or subbase. Initial compaction of the Macadam base shall be by 
use of a self-propelled vibratory roller, and the engineer may require additional compaction by 
a steel-tired roller or a pneumatic-tired roller. The same rollers shall be used for the emulsion 
treated choke stone course, but the engineer may prohibit or restrict use of the self-propelled 
vibratory roller. Compaction equipment shall meet requirements of 2001.04. 
WEIGHING EQUIPMENT. Article 2001.07 shall apply. 
DISTRIBUTOR. Article 2001.12 shall apply. 
109 
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CONSTRUCTION. 1~e subgrade for these bases will be prepared by the county. 
At railroad crossings, junctions with existing pavements, bridges, and similar structures, 
the contractor shall excavate the roadbed to prepare a subgrade to permit the full thickness of 
courses designated on the plans to be constructed to the proper elevation. In this operation, 
the granular material existing on the roadbed shall be salvaged and respread over the disturbed 
area when excavation work is completed. 
Placement of filter fabric is also anticipated. This material will be placed in two, 200-foot 
areas in each test section, Placement will be by others prior to the base-spreading operation. 
This work will be coordinated by the engineer. The contractor will have no responsibility for 
either furnishing or placing filter fabric, but his cooperation will be necessary to provide 
satisfactory construction. 
The emulsion treated Macadam base and choke stone course shall be mixed in accord with 
2205.12A, c, E, F, and G. The aggregate is not to be heated prior to or during the mixing process, 
and asphalt cement will not be allowed as an alternate to the emulsion. The bituminous material 
anticipated necessary for the mixtures for both courses is 4 parts of emulsion per 100 parts of 
aggregate (on a weight basis). The proportioning shall maintain the amount designated by the 
engineer within a tolerance of 0.4 part, determined by tank measurements. 
Addition of water during the mixing process is anticipated. The amount of both emulsion and 
water to be used may be adjusted by the engineer. 
The emulsion treated Macadam base material and the emulsion treated choke stone material shall 
be spread in courses as shown on the plans. The material shall be spread to such width and depth 
that each course will conform to the desired profile and cross section. The intention is that 
each course will be spread to achieve its full thickness in one operation, though multiple passes 
may be used to obtain the desired width. A tack coat may be required between these courses, as 
provided in 2303.14. 
The emulsion treated Macadam base material shall be thoroughly and uniformly compacted 
promptly after it is spread. Compaction shall continue until the material is well seated to 
the satisfaction of the engineer. 
The emulsion treated Macadam choke stone course shall be thoroughly and uniformly compacted 
promptly after it is spread. Three complete coverages with a vibratory roller are anticipated. 
An additional final rolling with a smooth-faced, steel-tired or pneumatic-tired roller will be 
required. The finished surface shall be free from irregularities and loose material and shall 
have a smooth riding surface. 
The emulsion treated choke stone course may be tack coated in accord with 2303.14, as directed 
by the engineer, prior to placement of the next course. 
Each section of completed or partially completed course shall be maintained as provided in 
2205.12M. 
METHOD OF MEASUREMENT. The quantities of the various classes of work involved in the construc-
tion of accepted portions of emulsion treated Macadam stone base and emulsion treated choke stone 
base will be measured by the engineer as follows: 
A. Emulsion Treated Macadam Stone Base will be measured in tons computed by the engineer 
from weights of individual truck loads, and will include base material for fillets at 
intersecting roads, drives, and turnouts. 
B. Emulsion Treated Choke Stone Base will be measured in tons computed by the engineer 
from weights of individual truck loads, including base material for fillets at intersecting 
roads, drives, and turnouts. 
C. Primer or Tack-Coat Bitumen. Paragraph 2307.06B shall apply. 
D. Emulsion, Treated Base Material. The engineer will measure the gallons of emulsion 
used in emulsion treated Macadam base and emulsion treated choke stone base. The quantity 
.will also include emulsion used in the mixture for the stabilized shoulders. Measurement 
will be by stick measurement in the contractor's storage tank before and after transport 
delivery or by weighing trucks on or near the project before and after delivery to the 
storage tanks. From this quantity will be deducted the measured or estimated quantity 
diverted to other uses on or off the project or wasted. The quantity will be converted to 
U. S. standard gallons as provided in 2307.06B. 
BASIS OF PAYMENT. For the performance of the various classes of work involved in construction 
of emulsion treated Macadam stone base and emulsion treated choke stone base, measured as provided 
above, the contractor will be compensated as follows: 
A. Emulsion Treated Macadam Stone Base. For the number of tons of Emulsion Treated Macadam 
Stone Base placed, the contractor will be paid the contract price per ton. 
B. Emulsion Treated Choke Stone Base. For the number of tons of Emulsion Treated Choke 
Stone Base placed, the contractor will be paid the contract price per ton. 
c. Primer or Tack-Coat Bitumen. For the number of gallons of Primer or Tack-coat Bitumen 
placed, the contractor will be paid the contract price per gallon. Article 1109.03 shall 
not apply to this item. 
D. Emulsion Treated Base Material. For the number of gallons of emulsion used in treated 
base material, the contractor will be paid the contract price per gallon. 
This payment shall be considered full compensation for furnishing all materials, including 







































MODIFICATION TO SECTION 2124, STABILIZED SHOULDERS 
DELETE 2124.02 and add the following in lieu thereof: 
2124.02 MATERIALS. The mixture used for emulsion treated base for shoulder areas and tack-
coat material, if required, shall be those specified for emulsion treated choke stone course. 
DELETE from 2124.07 the requirement for sealer bitumen and sand cover aggregate. 
DELETE 2124.09 and 2124.10 and add the following in lieu thereof: 
2124.09 MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT. The base material used in the shoulders will be measured 
and paid for in the same manner as emulsion treated choke stone course. The emulsion used therein 
will be paid for separately, and the quantity will be included with the emulsion for the choke 
stone course. 
MODIFICATIONS TO SECTION 2202, ASPHALT TREATED BASE 
DELETE all of 2202.02A and add the following jn lieu thereof: 
A. Bituminous Material. AC used in asphalt treated base shall meet requirements of 
Section 4137, Grade AC-5. 
Tack-coat bitumen shall be emulsion meeting requirements of AASHTO M 140-79I, Grade 
HFMS-2, CSS-1, or CRS-2. 
MODIFICATIONS TO SECTION 2203, TYPE B ACC BASE 
DELETE all of 2203.02A and add the following in lieu thereof: 
A. Bituminous Material. AC used in Type B ACC Base shall meet requirements bf Sections 
4137, Grade AC-5. 
Tack-coat bitumen shall be emulsion meeting requirements of AASHTO M 140-79I, Grade HFMS-2, 
CSS-1, or CRS-2. 
MODIFICATIONS TO SECTION 2210, MACADAM STONE BASE 
DELETE 4122.02C and add the following in lieu thereof: 
C. Gradation. The aggregate for both base course and choke stone course shall be produced 
from the same source by a primary crusher, both products of that operation. The gates or 
breaker bars shall be adjusted to produce a nominal maximum size of 3 inches, and the product 
of the primary crusher shall be screened over a 3/4-inch screen. The aggregate retained on 
the 3/4-inch screen shall be furnished as the Macadam base course material. 
The aggregate passing the 3/4-inch screen shall be furnished as the choke stone course 
material, but with a maximum of 12 percent passing the No. 200 sieve. 
ADD the following to 2210.04B8. Equipment meeting requirements of 2001.19 shall be used for 
spreading the choke stone course. 
DELETE all of 2210.04C2 and add the following in lieu thereof: 
2. Moisture Content. Aggregate for· the choke stone course shall be delivered, without 
prewetting, with only the moisture naturally occurring in the material. Water shall be 
added to the surface before or during compaction, if necessary, at the direction of the 
engineer. 
MODIFICATIONS TO SECTION 2307, BITUMINOUS SURFACE TREATMENT 
DELETE all of 2307.02B and add the following in lieu thereof: 
B. Bituminous Material for seal coats shall meet requirements of AASHTO M 140-79I, 
Grade HFMS-2 or CRS-2. 
111 
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